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1. Executive summary 
1.1 Overview of our stakeholder engagement approach 

The findings from our stakeholder engagement activity have helped shape our Well Justified 
Business Plan (WJBP). Our approach to engagement to help develop our plans 
complemented our existing engagement activities and processes. 

 
Consulting specifically for our RIIO-ED1 plan, we focused our engagement on our plans up 
to 2023. 

 In line with our established approach to stakeholder engagement we: 
1. identified relevant stakeholders for engagement; 
2. defined the issues material to those stakeholders in relation to the business plan; 
3.  sought feedback from those stakeholders, on the issues material to them; and 
4. responded to stakeholder feedback within our plan, and back to them direct. 

 To ensure that we understood stakeholders’ views and had incorporated them correctly into 
our plans, we ran three complementary cycles of engagement. 

 Each cycle helped to refine feedback and ensure that we had interpreted them accurately. 
The main content of engagement to inform the business plan took place in Cycle 2. 

 
Cycle 1: Preparation and introduction phase 
Education and initial feedback through trial of innovative channels 

 
Cycle 2: Main engagement phase 
Refine focus of engagement. Bulk of testing with, and feedback from, stakeholders 

 

Cycle 3: Analysis and evaluation phase 
Final testing of our proposals with stakeholders for agreement 

 

Additional Cycle 
A further cycle of stakeholder engagement was carried out in early 2014 following 
feedback from Ofgem on our original plan. For more information on this additional 
engagement see section 5 of this annex. 
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2. Cycle 1 – Preparation and introduction 
2.1 Purpose 

The purpose of Cycle 1 was largely educational, including the establishment of a new  
campaign and brand identity: ‘Switched On: North West’. This enabled us to set a 
framework for engagement, and make it clear to stakeholders the purpose and scope. 
 
This preparation phase allowed us to set out how the next two cycles would develop. 
 
We recognise that a clear barrier to engagement is a lack of knowledge about who we are 
and what we do among some stakeholders. To address this issue, we used this opportunity 
to trial new and innovative ways to engage stakeholders, including: 

• getting more from school visits with take-home packs to engage parents; 
• shopping centre roadshows with a new mascot and giveaways; and 
• establishing a presence on social media. 

 
This was complemented by a new campaign website, videos and on line survey to attract 
stakeholders who may not otherwise have engaged with us. 
 
Activity 
Identified key stakeholder groups and channels of engagement 
Created brand (Switched On) and mascot (Edison) 
Create engagement website www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon  
Establish social media presence (Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, LinkedIn) 
Create educational videos (Who we are; Future challenges) 
Full questionnaire available at www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon/have-your-say 
Engaged consumer panel (February 2012) 
Roadshows – shopping centres and business parks 
School visits 
Media analysis 
 

2.2 Feedback, business analysis and outcomes 

Successful channels of engagement with stakeholders were determined by the engagement 
team to take forward into Cycle 2. 
 
Responses to questions at our roadshow events helped give an appr eciation of topics 
concerning customers, however given the lack depth to these conversations the findings 
were inevitably restricted to high-level themes. Nonetheless, this helped shape our focus 
and engagement questions for Cycle 2. 
 
Our online campaign site and q uestionnaire proved popular – and feedback from 
stakeholders showed an appreciation of its transparency, including the number of aspects 
that we must consider, and the impact of each on a customer’s final bill. 
 
Responding to stakeholder feedback, we developed a triangle of stakeholder priorities of: 

• Reliability 
• Affordability 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon
http://www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon/have-your-say
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• Sustainability 
All delivered with exceptional customer service. 

 
 
This focus helped direct our engagement during Cycle 2, and allowed stakeholders to plot 
themselves against the triangle to show where their priorities lay. 
 
Feedback from Cycle 1 was fed back into the business to help develop the ED1 WJBP 
Executive Summary, with a s eparate ‘What our stakeholders say’ brochure developed 
setting out broad stakeholder views on each of the six key outputs. This brochure was then 
distributed to stakeholders and published online at www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon.  
  

http://www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon
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3. Cycle 2 – Main engagement phase 
3.1 Purpose 

The purpose of Cycle 2 was to continue the successful methods used in Cycle 1 using initial 
feedback from stakeholders to refine areas for discussion and establish detailed stakeholder 
responses. 
 
The majority of feedback from stakeholders was gained in Cycle 2.  
 
Activity 
MP survey 
2x MP events including engagement with National Energy Action and Professor 
John Hills as guest speaker on Fuel Poverty 
UK-wide survey of domestic customer opinions to compare with results from NW 
customers 
Stakeholder workshops across the region, bringing diverse stakeholder groups 
together to discuss issues raised in Cycle 1 in more detail and testing initial business 
proposals in reaction to Cycle 1 feedback 
Further consumer roadshows with questionnaires (Rail stations and Business Parks)  
Sponsorship of key publications – 100 years of Blackpool illuminations, Preston 
Guild official magazine, Cumbrian Newspapers to promote campaign  and website 
Third engaged consumer panel 
Parish council survey 
Engagement activity continued from Cycle 1: 
• Schools activity (Bright Sparks) 
• Public roadshow engagement activity 
• Social media outreach 
• Monthly Impact surveys of customers 
• Online questionnaire 
Engage AccountAbility to assess stakeholder process and carry out gap analysis 
Formalising stakeholder engagement strategy including plan to achieve stakeholder 
engagement assurance 
 

3.2 Feedback, business analysis and outcomes 

Stakeholder 
group 

Summary of feedback How and where have we 
addressed this issue in 
the business plan? 

Domestic 
customers 
 
Key areas 
Reliability, 
affordability, 
customer 
service 
 

Reliability of the network is the key issue 
for domestic customers. There is 
acceptance that faults can occur, but when 
they do communication and expectation 
management is very important. Providing 
for vulnerable customers is high on t he 
list of priorities for domestic customers, 
including prioritised restoration if possible. 
Specific details about future planning is not 
high on do mestic customers’ priorities, 
although protection for events such as 

Improving reliability 
Communication / customer 
service improvements 
Vulnerable customer 
strategy 
Reducing flooding impact 
through investment 
Safety campaign planned 
Planned outage timings to 
be reviewed 
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flooding is. Wider safety campaigns are 
popular with domestic customers, as well 
as working with schools. There is a 
preference for planned outages to take 
place overnight or between 12pm-2pm. 
Preference to share costs of network 
studies between all customers prior to 
new connections as everyone benefits. 
Balanced approach to environmental risks 
preferred, including oil capture schemes 
and replacement of oil-filled cables. 
Reducing bills and fuel poverty seen as 
important by reducing demand and losses, 
leading to decreased need for new 
infrastructure to provide increased 
capacity. 

Connect and m anage 
mitigates need for full 
network studies 
Oil-leak protection planned 
based on risk assessment 
Commitment to operational 
and communications 
measures to reduce 
demand, including work 
with National Energy 
Action. 

Business 
customers 
(inc major 
customers) 
 
Key areas 
Reliability, 
affordability, 
customer 
service 
 

All investment decisions we make should 
focus on i mproved reliability, this is the 
most important aspect for businesses.  
Better information about planned outages 
and during power cuts is important for 
business customers to enable them to plan 
effectively. Upsizing during asset 
replacement is important, but only where 
there has been a clear cost-benefit 
analysis. Undergrounding for Visual 
Amenity (UVA) is less important to 
businesses and m ajor customer than to 
NGOs or domestic customers – most 
businesses feel that undergrounding 
should only be done where it will improve 
reliability. If an area needs more capacity 
then the costs should be socialised, if a 
specific business needs more capacity 
then they should foot the bill. DSR is 
attractive but more information is needed 
and the price needs to be right. 

Improved information about 
planned power cuts to 
customers 
Upsizing during asset 
replacement based on 
detailed analysis. 
Condition-Based Risk 
Management process also 
reduces cost 
Cost-share for capacity 
improvements and 
connections 
More information on D SR 
and pricing to customers. 
C2C trial pursued with 
thorough engagement with 
businesses on prices 
(www.enwl.co.uk/c2c) 

Generation 
connectees 
 
Key areas 
Reliability, 
sustainability 
 

There is a conflict between some groups 
and generation connectees. As the 
generators are commercial enterprises, 
some other stakeholder groups feel that 
they should pay for their own network 
connections or any reinforcement 
needed. The connectees feel that the 
costs should be s ocialised to encourage 
more connections, and because 
customers are benefiting from improved 
security of supply. 

C2C 

Local 
government 
(inc LAs, 
parish 
councils, sub-
regional 

Need to minimise investment to reduce 
bills for fuel poor. More should be done  
to promote services for vulnerable 
customers. Work with LA partners to 
identify vulnerable and get messages to 
them. Better communication with 

Reduce prices in real terms 
Condition-Based Risk 
Management approach 
saves cost  
Vulnerable customer 
strategy 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/c2c
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development 
bodies) 
 
Key areas 
Affordability, 
reliability, 
customer 
service 

residents about who we are and what we 
do. Undergrounding for Visual Amenity 
(UVA) supported, but priority should be 
improvements to reliability. Could rural 
areas pay less as they have more power 
cuts? This would reduce need for costly 
improvements for low numbers of 
customers. Invest in substation/asset 
security measures, but not excessively. 

Price difference depending 
on geographical 
location/number of faults 
not possible 
Balanced approach to 
security measures and 
based on l evel and i mpact 
of risk 

MPs 
 
Key areas 
Reliability, 
customer 
service, 
affordability, 
sustainability 

Reliability is key, a num ber of MPs see 
this as our only task. We should 
communicate more effectively with MPs 
and their constituents about who we are 
and how they can contact us, and i ssues 
specifically relevant to them. We should 
plan for the future success of the North 
West by looking at capacity issues to 
allow for growth. Work with vulnerable 
customers and exploring how we can 
reduce fuel poverty is important. We 
should keep our substations neat and tidy 
as they can have big impacts on 
communities. 

Reliability improvements 
targeted 
More proactive and 
structured communications 
with customers and 
stakeholder 
C2C programme to reduce 
cost and speed of 
connections 
Vulnerable customer 
strategy 
Substation maintenance 
programme 

NGOs 
(including 
regional 
single-issue 
groups) 
 
Key areas 
Affordability, 
sustainability 

Single issue groups represent fuel 
poverty issues and a number of 
environmental matters. If we can improve 
energy efficiency or reduce consumption 
among domestic customers, then we will 
reduce the need f or reinforcement 
saving us direct cost, and pot entially 
removing people from fuel poverty. 
Undergrounding for Visual Amenity 
(UVA) schemes are seen as key by 
environmental groups with a request to 
extend the programme beyond National 
Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (NPs and A ONBs). Can we 
consider design of poles and py lons in 
different areas that are more sympathetic 
to their environment. We should 
encourage smart growth to reduce need 
for more infrastructure. Communication is 
important as many groups may not know 
who we are or how our activities might 
affect them. 

Addressing fuel poverty 
through partnerships with 
National Energy Action, 
British Red Cross and 
others as per Vulnerable 
Customer Strategy 
UVA conflicts considered in 
terms of cost. Overall 
beneficial to majority of 
stakeholders. Funding per 
year slightly increased but 
to remain on c ase-by-case 
basis in joint discussions 
with NPs and A ONBs and 
other relevant stakeholders 
C2C and other innovation 
to enable smart growth 
Improved customer and 
stakeholder communication 

Electricity 
suppliers 
 
Key areas 
Customer 
satisfaction, 
affordability 

Suppliers view themselves as customers 
of ours and r equest premium customer 
service. They key output requested from 
the business plan is stability and 
predictability. 

Customer service 
improvements for electricity 
suppliers 
Price impacts defined 

 
This information culminated in the production of our 2013 s trategic direction statement, 
focusing on our plans for 2015-2023. 
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4. Cycle 3 – Analysis and evaluation  
4.1 Purpose 

The purpose of Cycle 3 w as to ensure that all relevant stakeholders were engaged on 
issues material to them and further test areas that require more information to allow us to 
adequately represent stakeholder views. 
 
We issued the strategic direction statement developed from information gathered in Cycle 2 
to all stakeholders previously engaged, and added a copy to our website. Further feedback 
was sought in key areas, and approval and endorsement of our final plans sought. 
 
Cycle 3 al so acted as a review stage to evaluate the engagement carried out with an 
opportunity to further formalise our ongoing stakeholder engagement activity. This included 
a third-party audit of our process to ensure its validity and trustworthiness. 
 
Part of establishing this formal process included setting up bo th internal and ex ternal 
stakeholder panels. These panels reviewed our stakeholder engagement process and 
feedback, including how we have interpreted this feedback in relation to the business plan 
and how it has influenced our proposals. 
 
These panels will remain in place up to and including the ED1 period to ensure that we 
remain focused on delivering what stakeholders want and need. The external stakeholder 
panel is encouraged to challenge both our plans and our  processes to help us maintain 
robust and justifiable plans. 
 
Key activity 
Strategic Direction Statement published 
First formal Internal Stakeholder Panel 
First formal External Stakeholder Panel 
All feedback from all stakeholders collated and reviewed 
Further topics tested with stakeholder groups 
Stakeholder engagement process assurance by Deloitte LLP 
Formal endorsement of plans and business operations from stakeholders 
 

4.2 Feedback, business analysis and outcomes 

Testing the 2013 strategic direction statement with stakeholders gave an extra opportunity 
for stakeholders to comment on our plans before submission. 
 
Our commitment of improved customer service and r eliability for a reduced cost in real 
terms has proved popular with stakeholders. 
 
Further engagement was requested from a number of stakeholders, up to and throughout 
the RIIO-ED1 period and we have committed to provide this. 
 
Our revitalised framework for stakeholder engagement, developed in line with 
AccountAbility’s Principle Standard, sets a solid basis for our ongoing future engagement. 
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The main feedback from stakeholders in Cycle 3 was that the outputs were largely correct, 
however we should focus on delivering it as efficiently as possible. Stakeholders want more 
for less. 
 
We also acknowledge many stakeholders’ views on reducing fuel poverty, including analysis 
of reports from DECC, National Energy Action and the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. As a 
result of this engagement – and research during Cycle 2 t hat showed that North West 
domestic customers the DE demographic were least willing to fund future investments in the 
network – we increased our focus on services for vulnerable customers, and have stretched 
our targets for efficient delivery, without compromising on outputs. 
 
NEA: Fuel poverty in the context of wider energy policy (August 2012): 
http://www.nea.org.uk/Resources/NEA/Policy%20and%20Research/Documents/Fuel%20Po
verty%20in%20the%20Context%20of%20Wider%20Energy%20Policy.pdf 
 
Joseph Rowntree Foundation: Tackling fuel poverty during the transition to the low-carbon 
economy (October 2011): 
http://www.jrf.org.uk/sites/files/jrf/fuel-poverty-carbon-reduction-summary.pdf 
 
DECC: Annual Report on Fuel Poverty Statistics (May 2013): 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/199833/Fuel_
Poverty_Report_2013_FINALv2.pdf 

  

http://www.nea.org.uk/Resources/NEA/Policy%20and%20Research/Documents/Fuel%20Poverty%20in%20the%20Context%20of%20Wider%20Energy%20Policy.pdf
http://www.jrf.org.uk/sites/files/jrf/fuel-poverty-carbon-reduction-summary.pdf
http://www.jrf.org.uk/sites/files/jrf/fuel-poverty-carbon-reduction-summary.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/199833/Fuel_Poverty_Report_2013_FINALv2.pdf
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5. Cycle 4 – additional engagement 
5.1 Purpose 

Following the submission of our plan to Ofgem in July 2013 and the subsequent feedback 
we received, our plans have been reviewed and resubmitted. 
 
There were three aspects of our resubmission that we sought further stakeholder input on, 
to ensure that we are making the right decisions for stakeholders. 
 

1. Changes to our original submission 
2. New proposals 
3. Further formal input and support of original plans 

 
These three aspects cover the following main topics that we carried out additional 
stakeholder engagement on: 
 

• Connections – should we change to our targets for time to quote and time to 
connect, and if so how? 

• Vulnerable customers – we’re adding more detail on what we’re doing for 
vulnerable customers. Does it still reflect your views? 

• Storm compensation – how do we get the balance right between compensating 
fairly and keeping bills down? 

• Electricity theft – should we be doing more to tackle this issue on behalf of 
suppliers? 

 
Activity carried out in Cycle 4 
Key activity 
Engaged consumer panel, January 2014 
Extraordinary External Stakeholder Panel – RIIO resubmission, January 2014 
Further formal endorsement from expert stakeholders 
 

5.2 Feedback, business analysis and outcomes 

Topic Feedback Outcome 
Investment While setting up our engaged 

consumer panel to tackle specific 
questions related to improving 
our business plan, we took the 
opportunity to continue to 
benchmark general willingness-
to-pay in a number of investment 
areas. 
On average, engaged 
consumers are prepared to pay 
around £6 extra to fund network 
investment, although 36% were 
not willing to fund any additional 
investment. 
In terms of priorities, the panel 
told us: 

We know that the priority for our 
stakeholders remains reliability. 
Providing support for our most 
vulnerable customers is also key. 
Stakeholders also believe that 
tackling electricity theft is 
important, along with many other 
issues. In balancing investment 
in these different areas we 
believe we are taking the 
appropriate steps and continuing 
to lead the industry. 
Engaged consumers, and our 
stakeholder panel also told us 
that they did not believe we 
needed such short times for 
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• Reliability is still the main 
priority 

• Support for vulnerable 
customers is second 
most important  

• Reducing electricity theft 
comes 6th out of 11 
options 

• Improving speed of 
connections is second 
lowest investment priority. 

quoting or making new 
connections to the network. We 
have therefore responded and 
are proposing more appropriate 
and stakeholder-led  targets. 
  

Connections • Consumers can find it difficult 
to assess however given an 
open question, would prefer 7 
days to quote and 13 days to 
connect   

• 81% of engaged customers 
agreed with proposal to 
reduce targets but remain 
within top three performers 

• 10 days to quote and 30 days 
to connect seen as 
acceptable to Consumer 
Futures. 

• Not particularly an issue for 
commercial customers due to 
longer project lead times. 

Balancing these views, we are 
proposing to increase our original 
targets to six days to quote for a 
domestic connection and 30 
days to complete a domestic 
connection. This still allows us to 
be market leaders, while 
reducing cost and risk to the 
business. 

Vulnerable 
Customers 

• Consumers consider older 
customers, and those with 
medical needs to be most 
vulnerable. 

• Families with newborns also 
considered to be particularly 
vulnerable. 

• Most important support in 
order would be to: 
1. upgrade the power 

network around hospitals 
and care homes 

2. provide temporary power 
during outages 

3. provide additional training 
for frontline staff 

4. invest an additional £8m 
over and above current 
plans 

5. contact all vulnerable 
customers once a year. 

• External panel commented 
that our approach is in line 
with other DNOs and stressed 
need for tailored services 
depending on vulnerability. 

• Investing in the network at 
key sites, and also contacting 
vulnerable customers 

Following feedback from 
stakeholders we have decided to 
make our plans for vulnerable 
customers more specific and 
explicit. In doing this, we have 
increased our previous five 
outputs to seven. 
In line with feedback from 
engaged consumers, we will: 

1. keep proposal to upgrade 
the network at 56 
hospitals and care homes 

2. provide extra generation 
during outages 

3. provide enhanced training 
for frontline staff 

Feedback is clear that it is what 
we do, not how much we spend 
that is important to customers. 
Therefore we propose to focus 
on specific measures rather than 
spend levels. 
We remain committed to 
contacting vulnerable customers 
regularly, however based on 
feedback and the balance of 
costs and service, propose to 
reduce our regular planned 
contact from ever year, to every 
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regularly seen as important. two years  
Storm 
compensation 

• Stakeholder panel recognise 
the difficulty in getting the 
balance right and suggested 
specific willingness-to-pay 
research with our Engaged 
Consumer Panel, however 
they did add that it is 
important for a DNO to 
maintain a level of discretion 
to consider appropriate 
compensation on each 
situation. 

• There is little appetite for 
increasing current 
compensation levels if it 
means increasing bills. 

• 70% of engaged consumers 
surveyed thought that £54 
after 18 hours was 
reasonable if an outage was 
outside our control. 

• There was a relatively even 
split between engaged 
consumers who thought 
compensation should be paid 
at either 18 hours or at 48 
hours following severe 
weather. 

• A third of engaged consumers 
are happy with current levels 
of compensation following 
severe weather, however 
almost half believe an extra 
£50 per day would be 
appropriate. 

• 88% of engaged consumers 
believe everyone affected 
should receive compensation, 
not just those who contact us. 

• 32% of engaged consumers 
surveyed believed that 
business customers should 
be compensated for total loss 
of earnings. 49% disagreed, 
and 19% did not know. 

The majority of our engaged 
consumers told us that £54 after 
18 hours without power due to a 
storm is about right. We agree, 
and despite there being an 
exemption available for severe 
storms that allows DNOs to only 
compensate customers after 48 
hours, we have not used this 
exemption during recent severe 
weather events in December ‘13 
and February ‘14. 
We’re planning on continuing 
with that approach, and 
consulted stakeholders to ask if 
we should never use the 
exemption. It is our intent not to 
use the exemption, however our 
stakeholder panel were keen for 
us to maintain an element of 
discretion. 
We considered the approach of 
some DNOs to simply double 
payments, however that still 
involves a trigger point at 48 
hours. Our customers tell us that 
they want us to keep the trigger 
point for payments at 18 hours, 
meaning that we will pay more 
customers more compensation. 
Despite 32% of engaged 
consumers believing that 
business customers should be 
compensated for total loss of 
earnings, we believe the current 
arrangements are appropriate in 
order to remain affordable for all 
customers. 

Electricity Theft • Consumers appear keen for 
us to tackle electricity theft, 
even where the costs 
outweigh the financial 
benefits of doing so. 
However, there was some 
confusion highlighted by a 
consumer comment that it 
would ‘save money in the 
long run’. 

We were one of the only DNOs 
to include information on 
electricity theft in our original 
plan. We checked with our 
stakeholders to see if it was 
something they really did care 
about, and they told us just what 
an important issue they think it is 
for us to tackle. As a result, we 
are committing to boost the 
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• Consumers also recognised 
the safety as well as financial 
incentive to tackling the 
problem. 

• Although seen as important to 
tackle, our stakeholder panel 
recognise the need to draw a 
clear line where a DNO’s 
social obligations must end 
due to costs to customers. 

numbers in our revenue 
protection team in DPCR5, rather 
than waiting until RIIO-ED1. We 
have always been at the forefront 
of this issue for DNOs, and we 
will continue to promote our 
approach to Ofgem. 
Since we submitted our original 
plan in 2013, we are pleased to 
see that Ofgem has announced a 
new licence condition in RIIO-
ED1 obligating all DNOs to follow 
our example in tackling electricity 
theft. 
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People who are affected 

by our organisation’s 
operations

F
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influence	our	organisation’s	
performance
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1.2    Stakeholder engagement at 
Electricity North West

Stakeholders	offer	a	huge	source	of	knowledge	and	expertise.	We	rely	 
on	stakeholders,	as	experts	in	their	fields,	to	inform	our	day-to-day	and	 
longer-term	plans	to	help	us	meet	their	needs	and	expectations.

our engagement is about continuous improvement and innovation. allowing stakeholders to 
influence	what	we	do	and	how	we	do	it	through	structured	and	relevant	engagement	is	essential	to	
the successful operation of our business.

We worked closely with accountability, a global think-tank and developers of internationally-
recognised stakeholder engagement standard aa1000aPS, to review our stakeholder engagement 
approach in 2012/13.

as a result of this work, we developed and launched a company-wide Stakeholder engagement 
manual, setting out a clear strategy with appropriate governance and structure, consistent operating 
procedures, and cohesive reporting and evaluation mechanisms.

the manual is written as both a strategic guide and practical handbook for employees describing how 
engagement is done at electricity north West. It was developed based on:

•  our own best practice, including feedback from last year’s stakeholder submission for Ofgem’s 
Broad Measure of Customer Satisfaction;

•  benchmarking against best practice by other utilities and businesses; and
•  AA1000APS and direct consultancy from AccountAbility.

1.2.1  Identifying stakeholders
The	first	stage	of	our	robust	stakeholder	engagement	strategy	is	to	identify	our	stakeholders.	We	have	
developed	our	process	for	stakeholder	identification	into	an	objective	framework,	allowing	us	to	
review	our	existing	list	of	stakeholders	and	add	or	remove	stakeholders	based	on	set	criteria,	ensuring	
consistency and fairness in selection and prioritisation. a set process for this element of our plan also 
removes the risk of the loudest stakeholder drowning out others.

our list of stakeholders is formally reviewed internally every three months by our Internal Stakeholder 
Panel	and	every	six	months	by	the	External	Stakeholder	Panel.	For	our	latest	list	of	stakeholders	see	
the	Stakeholder	Engagement	Manual	(appendix	3).
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1.2.2    Materiality determination process – what should  
we engage on?

our second stage is to identify issues material to those stakeholders, and our own organisation. We 
have	done	this	through	a	materiality	determination	process,	resulting	in	a	materiality	matrix	(below).	
This	matrix	forms	the	basis	of	the	issues	on	which	we	engage,	and	allows	us	to	apply	a	uniform	
approach to determining proportionality.

Inclusion	of	priorities	in	the	matrix	is	influenced	by	three	factors:

1. Feedback from stakeholders on what is important to them. 
2.	 Electricity	North	West’s	own	five	values:	customer,	people,	safety,	performance	and	innovation. 
3.	 	Ofgem’s	key	output	areas	for	the	next	10	years:	reliability	and	availability,	customer	service,	safety,	

environment,	conditions	for	connections,	and	social	obligations.

Using	our	corporate	‘risk	matrix’	we	have	scored	each	priority	against	the	risk	of	not	including	it,	in	
terms	of	financial,	legal,	regulatory,	health,	safety,	environment,	people,	reputation	and	security	of	
supply impact.

We	then	multiplied	this	against	a	‘likelihood’	score	indicating	the	likelihood	of	the	issue	to	have	a	major	
effect	on	our	business	in	the	next	10	years.

By categorising stakeholders in relation to how they are affected by, or affect our operations – using 
the	stakeholder	identification	Venn	diagram	–	we	have	been	able	to	attribute	appropriate	and	
proportional weightings to their views.

Using these weighted stakeholder opinions, and also incorporating a calculation to incorporate the 
number of stakeholders affected, we have plotted relevance to stakeholders. the process and resulting 
table	was	then	reviewed	by	both	the	Internal	Stakeholder	Panel	and	External	Stakeholder	Panel.

As	with	our	stakeholder	identification	process,	the	materiality	matrix	will	be	reviewed	by	each	panel	at	
every meeting.
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1.2.3   Responding to stakeholder feedback
our third stage is to engage with those stakeholders on those issues relevant to them. one way we 
ensure that we do this is by simply asking our stakeholders which issues they would like to engage 
with us on, and how they would like to do it. this process of checking back with stakeholders is 
evident	throughout	our	process,	including	External	Stakeholder	Panel	feedback	on	our	stakeholder	
identification	and	materiality	determination.

The	final	stage	is	to	report	all	engagement	outputs,	feed	them	into	the	business,	record	outcomes,	
and then report back to stakeholders on tangible changes to our business or plans as a result of their 
engagement.

through our stakeholder engagement process, we know who our stakeholders are, what matters to 
them, and how they want to engage with us. We then tailor our approach based on this information – 
keeping them updated on relevant business activities, decision-making and other developments, but 
not wasting their time on things that are immaterial to them, or irrelevant to us.

In	addition,	we	recognise	that	it	is	our	job	to	balance	stakeholders’	sometimes-conflicting	views	to	the	
satisfaction, or at least understanding, of all parties.

1.2.4   Engagement needs
The	table	below	shows	our	high-level	stakeholder	groups,	the	need	for	engagement	and	examples	of	
engagement in 2012/13.

StAkEhoLDER GRoUP ENGAGEMENt NEED ENGAGEMENt IN 2012/13

Customers

our customers include anyone who pays for our services, including domestic, 
business, connections and distributed generation customers. We need to 
listen to our customers’ views to improve our operations and the services we 
provide for them.

•  ongoing customer service phone interviews
•  Willingness-to-pay surveys
•  online feedback forms and web survey

Public sector

From	local	government	and	schools,	to	emergency	services,	MPs	and	
national government – we have a number of key relationships and a vast 
range of public sector stakeholders. engagement locally is essential due to 
the unique nature of our business which directly affects local communities. 
engagement nationally as a regulated business is also essential, ensuring that 
we communicate appropriately at all levels and recognise our wider role in 
the Uk.

•  regional workshops
•  emergency planning meetings
•  mP events, survey and 1-1 engagement
•  ongoing engagement through ceo’s chairmanship of 

energy networks association (ena)
•  School liaison through BrightSparks educational 

programme

Industry

our industry engagement includes engagement with electricity suppliers, 
employees, contractors and other utilities. By working together we can gain 
the	benefits	of	a	range	of	experience	and	viewpoints	to	help	meet	local	and	
national stakeholder demands.

•  Supplier meetings through ena and our own 1-1s
•  contractor forums
•  national Joint Utilities group
•  Industry working groups

Non-governmental organisations

We interact with a number of ngos, including environmental and other lobby 
groups.	We	have	a	local	and	national	perspective	to	our	responsibilities.	For	
example,	environmentally,	we	must	manage	our	own	direct	impact	with	local	
stakeholders, and nationally we must continue to facilitate the Uk’s move to a 
low-carbon future. Stakeholders include areas of outstanding natural Beauty, 
Friends	of	the	Lake	District,	RSPB,	National	Energy	Action,	British	Red	Cross,	
Consumer	Futures.

•  Undergrounding for visual amenity quarterly group
•		External	stakeholder	panel	
•  regional workshops
•  Participation in stakeholders’ meetings/workshops
•  1-1 meetings

Financial
Our	financial	stakeholders,	including	our	investors,	banks	and	credit	rating	
agencies, clearly have a big impact on our organisation. appropriate 
engagement	is	key	to	the	successful	financing	of	our	business.

•		For	more	information	see:	 
www.enwl.co.uk/about-us/investor-relations
•  regular meetings with banks and credit rating 

agencies to keep them informed
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1.3   Relevant accreditation schemes and assurance
our 2012/13 stakeholder engagement process has been independently assured by deloitte llP in 
accordance with the International Standard on assurance engagement 3000 (ISae 3000 – a standard 
that has been designed by the International auditing and Standards Board (IaaSB) to assure  
non-financial	data).	(See	Deloitte’s	assurance	statement	in	appendix	1.)

We have systematically reviewed and revitalised our approach to stakeholder engagement 
throughout the year in line with aa1000aPS. We are committed to the principles of inclusivity, 
materiality and responsiveness.

In 2012/13 we appointed a full-time corporate social responsibility manager (cSr manager), and 
entered	the	Business	in	the	Community	(BITC)	Corporate	Responsibility	(CR)	Index	for	the	first	time.	
The	CR	Index	takes	the	form	of	an	online	survey	where	companies	follow	a	self-assessment	process	
intended to help them identify both the strengths in their management and performance, and the 
gaps where future progress can be made. BItc then independently validate submissions to ensure 
reliability and consistency.

as in previous years, we also continued to report our cSr and stakeholder engagement activity  
against global reporting Initiative (grI) guidelines. our 2012/13 cSr report is due for publication in 
august 2013.

1.4    Evidence of culture change and senior  
management buy-in

a strategy paper on our renewed approach to stakeholder engagement, including our commitment 
to	follow	the	AA1000APS,	was	approved	by	our	Executive	Leadership	Team	in	2012	(included	in	
Stakeholder	Engagement	Manual,	appendix	3).

the overall governance structure of our stakeholder engagement activities is outlined below.

Governance	structure	and	information	flow:
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Governance	responsibilities:

our new Internal Stakeholder Panel meets formally at least every three months to discuss stakeholder 
engagement issues. It is made up of 10 members of the senior leadership team, representing every 
business	area,	and	is	chaired	by	the	chief	executive	officer,	supported	by	the	customer	director	and	
stakeholder engagement team.

the panel has its own terms of reference which are included in our Stakeholder engagement manual 
(appendix	3),	and	is	responsible	for	developing	and	implementing	the	stakeholder	strategy,	including	
its integration into business processes and decisions. the decision-making process is aligned with our 
business model, and is described in detail in our stakeholder manual.

our External Stakeholder Panel	is	attended	by	our	chief	executive,	and	although	it	purposefully	has	a	
level of autonomy, members of electricity north West’s senior management team are available to be 
called to attend the panel on request to present to or answer questions from panel members on topics 
of their choosing. Its terms of reference are also included in our Stakeholder engagement manual 
(appendix	3).

The	internal	and	external	stakeholder	panels	work	closely	together	to	complement	each	other	 
and provide the right balance of responsibility from the internal panel and challenge from the 
external	panel.

Board
Investors: responsible for 

company policies, corporate 
governance, elt approvals

ChIEF	ExECUTIVE	OFFICER
Chair	of	Internal	and	External	Stakeholder	

Panels: responsible for  strategy and  
decision-making

Internal 
Stakeholder Panel

Senior leadership team members: 
responsible for individual 

stakeholder relationships and  
day-to-day management, raising 

issues proactively and  
responding reactively

CSR	FORUM
cross-section of employees: 

responsible for guiding 
cSr strategy and making 

recommendations to 
Executive	Leadership	Team

Stakeholder team
head of communications, Stakeholder 

manager and cSr manager: responsible 
for guiding and facilitating engagement, 

stakeholder manual and process

external 
Stakeholder Panel

Independent stakeholder 
representatives: responsible for 
providing views and oversight on 

our engagement activities, advising 
and challenging on engagement 
and interpretation of feedback

execUtIve 
leaderShIP team

directors: responsible for managing risk, 
implementing business strategies, approving 

material changes to business
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PRoCESS kEy AIMS kEy oUtPUtS

Stakeholder engagement Present interpretation of stakeholder engagement so 
far back to stakeholders for further feedback

Explaining	conflicts	helps	stakeholders	understand	potentially	difficult	decisions	
we must make. transparency key to credibility with stakeholders. IcP workshop to 
improve robustness of engagement with group.

Business decision-making
are stakeholders happy with our interpretation, and 
how we have addressed their views in our plans? Is 
further	engagement	needed	on	any	specific	areas?

commitment to continuing engagement with stakeholders during business plan 
period (2015-2023)

3   Internal panel established
3   external	panel	established
3   formal stakeholder engagement strategy 

developed and documented

3   third strategic direction statement produced
3   further engaged consumer panel 

survey focused on customer service and 
financeability

3   industry-wide suppliers’ engagement
3   Independent connection providers 

workshop.

Cycle 3

PRoCESS kEy AIMS kEy oUtPUtS

Stakeholder engagement elicit feedback from relevant stakeholders and 
customers	on	specific	output	areas	to	inform	the	plan.

Three-way	challenge	identified,	to	produce	plan	focused	on	affordability,	reliability	
and sustainability.

Business decision-making develop business plan informed, proportionally, by 
stakeholder	opinion,	balancing	conflicting	views.

customer-service focus of plan growing alongside asset management responsibilities. 
key function of reliability reinforced – proper asset management fundamental in 
providing good operational customer service.

3   output-focused regional workshops
3   second strategic direction statement produced
3   north West vs national willingness-to-pay survey
3   further public roadshows in key rail stations
3   sponsorship of key publications
3   increased promotional and public  

relations activity

3   new process for highlighting types of work 
carried out with new ‘communications for 
project	managers’	document	rolled	out

3   ‘What our stakeholders say’ brochure 
produced

3   ‘how	stakeholders	are	influencing	our	
business plans’ brochure produced

3   Parish council Survey
3   further videos produced
3   benchmarking engagement against other 

similar companies to identify best practice
3   1-1 meetings with key new stakeholders 

including national energy action.

Cycle 2

PRoCESS kEy AIMS kEy oUtPUtS

Stakeholder engagement
Identify, approach and inform stakeholders about 
the business, process for developing our plan and key 
output areas

Stakeholders clearly have differing views, and differing motivations and levels 
of	interest.	Challenge	identified	to	ensure	proportionality	and	materiality	in	all	
engagement.	Further	challenge	identified	in	lack	of	knowledge	becoming	barrier	to	
engagement.

Business decision-making
are we addressing the areas that stakeholders want 
us to address? are we engaging with stakeholders on 
issues that are material to them?

Focus	on	customer	service	and	quality	stakeholder	engagement	critical	to	all	
stakeholders. Plans must follow cyclical approach to keep stakeholders’ interest. 
‘engaged customer panel’ concept developed to address accessibility issues. 

3   Stakeholder	identification
3   key output and materiality determination
3   first	engaged	consumer	panel
3   greater manchester local government and 

business event
3   launch	of	first	Strategic	Direction	Statement	

(2011)

3   qualitative key stakeholder audit
3   engaged consumer questionnaire
3   mP events and newsletters
3   employee opinion Survey
3   Executive	Leadership	Team	internal	

roadshows
3   school visits; social media launch

3   Switched on: north West branding and 
minisite launched  
(www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon)

3   online willingness-to-pay survey
3   educational videos produced
3   first	public	roadshows.

Cycle 1

1.5   Results and feedback from stakeholder engagement
Our	formalised	framework	for	stakeholder	identification	has	given	our	processes	improved	
transparency and credibility. We have engaged with stakeholders at levels appropriate to their 
relationship with us and interest in issues concerning our organisation. through a prioritisation 
technique we have ensured that our engagement is proportionate to each stakeholder.

In addition to our ‘business as usual’ stakeholder engagement, our 2012/13 stakeholder engagement 
activity focused on gaining feedback to help us develop our business plan for 2015–2023.

Based	firmly	on	AA1000APS,	our	process	continued	to	follow	three	cycles	of	engagement	with	
stakeholders as we set out in 2011/12, wrapped up in the ‘Switched on: north West’ campaign.
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SUB-ANNEX A2: Deloitte LLP assurance 
statement 

 
  



 

 

 

Independent assurance report by Deloitte LLP to Electricity North West Limited (ENWL) on 

the application of Electricity North West Limited’s 2012/13 description of its 2012/13 

stakeholder engagement programme for the reporting year ended 31 May 2013. 

Scope of assurance work 

We have been engaged by the Board of Directors of Electricity North West Limited to provide limited 

assurance1 of ENWL description of its 2012/13 stakeholder engagement programme for the reporting 

year ended 31 May 2013 as found in sections 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 of Sub-annex A1: Stakeholder 

engagement strategy (from entry to Ofgem’s 2013 Stakeholder Engagement incentive scheme) of 

Annex 1: Stakeholder Methodology and Responses of ENWL’s Well Justified Business Plan dated July 

2013. 

Basis of our assurance work and our assurance procedures 

Our work was carried out by a multi-disciplinary team of corporate responsibility and assurance 

specialists in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (ISAE 

3000). To achieve limited assurance the ISAE 3000 requires that we review the processes, systems 

and competencies used to compile the areas on which we provide assurance. This is designed to give 

a similar level of assurance to that obtained in the review of interim financial information. It does not 

include detailed testing of source data or the operating effectiveness of processes and internal 

controls. 

Key assurance procedures  

Our key procedures included: 

 Interviewing those responsible for management of the ENWL stakeholder engagement 
programme to understand activities in the reporting period, how the company is applying the 
AA1000APS (2008) principles and how issues identified are reviewed and managed.   

 Review of documentation associated with the stakeholder engagement programme. 

 Reviewing the responsibilities of the internal and external stakeholder panels including 
interviewing a sample of members of both panels. 

 Reading and analysing internal and external information relating to ENWL’s stakeholder 
engagement practices and the company’s performance during the year 

 

Our work was based on procedures performed at ENWL only. For the avoidance of doubts we have not 

tested the integrity of the underlying system/information. 

Our conclusion 

Based on the assurance work performed, in all material respects, nothing has come to our attention to 

cause us to believe that ENWL’s description of its 2012/13 stakeholder engagement programme for 

the reporting year ended 31 May 2013 as found in sections 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 of Sub-annex A1: 

Stakeholder engagement strategy (from entry to Ofgem’s 2013 Stakeholder Engagement incentive 

scheme) of Annex 1: Stakeholder Methodology and Responses of ENWL’s Well Justified Business Plan 

dated July 2013. 

 

                                                      
1 Footnote 1: The levels of assurance engagement are defined in ISAE 3000.  A reasonable level of assurance is similar to the audit of financial 
statements; a limited level of assurance is similar to the review of a half year financial report 



 

 

This conclusion has been formed on the basis of, and is subject to the inherent limitations outlined 

above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deloitte LLP 

London, 21 June 2013 

 

 

Responsibilities of Directors and independent assurance provider 

ENWL’s responsibilities: The Directors are responsible for the preparation of the Part 1 
submission (Evidence to present minimum requirements of stakeholder engagement) under 
Ofgem’s Electricity Stakeholder Engagement Incentive Scheme 2012/13 and for the 
information and statements contained within the sections. They are responsible for 
determining the stakeholder engagement goals and establishing and maintaining appropriate 

performance management and internal control systems from which the reported information 
is derived. 

 
Deloitte’s responsibilities: Our responsibility is to independently express conclusions on 
the subject matter specified by ENWL.  This is set out above.  

 We complied with Deloitte’s independence policies, which address and, in certain areas, 
exceed the requirements of the International Federation of Accountants Code of Ethics for 

Professional Accountants.  We have confirmed to ENWL that we have maintained our 
independence and objectivity throughout the year, and in particular that there were no 
events or prohibited services provided which could impair our independence and 
objectivity in the provision of this engagement. 

 Our report is made solely to ENWL in accordance with our letter of engagement for the 
purpose of the Directors’ governance and stewardship.  Our work has been undertaken 

so that we might state to ENWL those matters we are required to state to them in this 
report and for no other purpose.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept 

or assume responsibility to anyone other than ENWL for our work, for this report, or for 
the conclusions we have formed. 

 This report provides no assurance on the maintenance and integrity of ENWL’s website 
nor the controls used to maintain this website’s integrity, and in particular whether any 
changes may have occurred to the information subsequent to our work.  These matters 

are the responsibility of the Directors of ENWL. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
SUB-ANNEX A3: Engaged Consumer Panel 
summary, February 2013 
  



Engaged consumers less willing to pay extra for reducing the 
duration of power cuts than unengaged consumers  
There is little difference in the willingness to pay extra to reduce the duration of power 

cuts between ENW customers (£1.01 - small sample or £0.96 - large sample) and non-

ENW customers (£0.94).  However, ENW’s Engaged Consumers (£0.86) are much less 

willing to pay extra to reduce the duration of power cuts.  This is probably because, 

Engaged customers have been made aware of how reliable their existing electricity 

network is (99.99%) and are less willing to fund marginal gains than the wider population.  

 
Engaged consumers less willing to pay extra for reducing the 
frequency of power cuts than unengaged consumers  
There is little difference in the willingness to pay extra to reduce the frequency of power 

cuts between ENW customers (£0.79 - small sample or £0.66 - large sample) and non-

ENW customers (£0.68).  However, ENW’s Engaged Consumers (£0.58) are less willing to 

pay extra to reduce the frequency of power cuts.  Again, this is probably because, engaged 

customers have been made aware of how reliable their existing electricity network is 

(99.99%) and are less willing to fund marginal gains than the wider population.  

 

 

 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


 

Engaged consumers much more willing than unengaged 
consumers to pay extra for reducing major equipment failure. 
There is little difference in the willingness to pay extra to reduce major equipment failure 

between ENW customers (£0.00 - small sample or £0.12 - large sample) and non-ENW 

customers (£0.05).  However, ENW’s Engaged Consumers (40p) are much more willing to 

reduce major equipment failure.  Engaged customers appear more likely to recognise 

benefit in investing to reduce major power cuts - those lasting more than 18 hours - than 

investing to reduce the duration and frequency of normal outages.  

 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


 

ENW customers more willing to pay extra than non-ENW 
customers 
Electricity consumers in ENW’s region are more willing to pay for investment in the 

network than those outside of the region.  On average, non-ENW customers say that 

they would be prepared to pay £4.02 per year to fund additional investment.  ENW 

customers would be willing to fund £4.31 (large sample)  or £4.59 (small sample) of 

additional investment in the network.  Engaged ENW customers, who understand the 

electricity sector and the role of DNOs better than un-engaged customers, say that they 

would be willing to pay £5.14 extra to fund investment in the network. 

 

Rural customers more willing to pay extra than urban customers 
Outside the ENW region, rural customers (£4.22) are a little more willing to pay extra for 

network investment than urban customers (£3.96), a gap of 26p.  The gap between rural 

(£5.27) and urban (£4.12) willingness to pay within ENW’s region is about four times 

bigger, with ENW’s rural customers willing to pay 115p more than its urban customers. 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
SUB-ANNEX A4:  Engaged Consumer Panel 
summary, December 2012  



Summary 
 

Willingness to fund investment is falling 

Continuing recessionary pressure and increasing electricity bills are dampening appetite 

to fund additional ENW investment. On average, willingness to fund additional 

investment has dropped by 22% (from £6.03 to £4.68) since last year. There is less 

appetite for investing to reduce the environmental impact of the network, but much 

more for improving the network’s ability to withstand extreme events like floods and 

storms. 

 

Restore power more quickly in the Winter 

Almost all Engaged Electricity Consumers say that it is important for ENW to repair 

power cuts more quickly in the Winter than in the Summer. Three in five would accept 

an average summer restoration time of 5.5 hours in exchange for an average winter 

restoration time of 1.5 hours. ENW should consider re-structuring resources to meet 

heightened consumer concerns – and expectations – in the Winter. 

 

 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


 

Summary 
 

Worst time to be without power is evening – especially in the Winter 

The least inconvenient time to be without power is after 10pm followed by Lunch Time 

(12 noon to 2pm). Conducting planned outages in the Summer after 10pm or between 

12 noon and 2pm would be the ‘best’ times for ENW to schedule essential maintenance 

on the network. 

 

Fewer longer planned outages preferable to more short ones 

More than half of Engaged Electricity Consumers say that the maximum number of 

planned outages should be two or less per year. While most express no preference for 

when scheduled work should occur, those that do prefer weekdays to weekends. 

 

More than eight in ten say that extending a planned power cut to complete work on the 

same day is preferable to restoring power and scheduling another planned shutdown on 

another day. Over half would accept a 4 hour extension if work cannot be completed 

within the scheduled time. 

 

 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


 

Summary 
 

65% say that £9 per year to fund interest payments is acceptable to ensure power flows 

Though describing the cost of capital in terms of mortgages and personal finance helps, 

most don’t understand the concept. Nonetheless, the majority say that they prefer the 

certainty of long term loans to any potential savings associated with short term loans. 

 

Nine in ten say that they would prefer the current approach to funding capital costs based 

on repaying interest only at an additional cost of £3 per year to an approach incorporating 

capital repayment at an increased cost of £14 per year. Consumers don’t understand who, 

how or when they would benefit from ENW repaying capital and some are suspicious 

about who would benefit most: consumers or shareholders. 

 

Awareness and recognition of ENW’s role is improving slowly 

Awareness of the ENW brand has increased from 23% in 2010 to 29% in 2012. 

Recognition of what you do has improved from 5% to 12% over the same period. 

 

 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
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Key Findings  
 
    

1 North West residents are willing to pay for further infrastructure 
improvements 

Despite widespread concern about rising energy prices and the 
research process highlighting the impact on personal bills, 
participants are prepared – on average – to pay £2.27 more than 
the ‘medium’ level of your initial investment plan to allow 
Electricity North West to make further improvements to its service 
provision. 

Across Electricity North West’s 2.4 million connections and over a 
5 year period, this equates to permission – and willingness to pay 
– for £27 million worth of additional investment. 

“When you’re paying over a thousand pounds in power bills, £2 is 
actually nothing, isn’t it?” 

“If you go to a substation to repair it, I’m sure it’s better to repair it 
for the future … if something has gone wrong, you should put it 
right and put it right for the future as well.” 

“£2 over a year isn’t a lot.  Most people can afford it.” 

2 ‘Will it keep the lights on?’ 

In assessing investment decisions, participants tend to consider 
three issues in deciding whether they are – or are not – prepared 
to pay for additional investment.  The most important of these is 
the extent to which participants believe any decision will 
contribute to maintaining, or ideally, improving the reliability of 
the network. 

Consumers look first and foremost to ensure that they have a 
reliable connection to the electricity network and so prioritise 
decisions like replacing assets before they fail, stopping disruptive 
metal theft, and upsizing assets to allow for future growth.   

“In our house, we rely on the electricity completely, so a power out 
is a problem.” 

“They’ve had these swoops on cables recently … we ought to try to 
look to protect any cables or substations or whatever where they 
are going to be vulnerable.” 

“If you’re running a company and you’re dependent on power and 
it goes out, your company is crippled and you can’t make any 
money.” 
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3 ‘Is it dangerous?’ 

The second of the three considerations is for the safety of the 
public and Electricity North West’s staff.  Participants show clear 
concern for safety, easily imagining the dangers posed by the 
electricity network, and so are prepared to fund an increased 
programme of asbestos removal, measures to address the use of 
oil in substations and cables, and others measures to minimise 
public safety incidents. 

“I think a planned programme for getting rid of asbestos and the 
oil in substations ought to be built in.” 

“Asbestos ought to be prioritised so that the staff are protected 
from that because it’s a known hazard that they’re going to have 
to go into.”  

4 ‘Does it protect the vulnerable?’ 

The third consideration in assessing the value of an investment 
decision is the extent to which any measure is seen to protect or 
aid vulnerable groups.  Priority service for vulnerable groups was 
the area participants were most willing to fund additional 
investment for, with other measures – like enhanced service to 
sole-energy customers – popular too.  

“When a baby needs feeding and it needs to be a warm feed, they 
don’t have any appreciation of why they’re not getting it instantly 
… looking after a very young baby that’s crying for its nosh is very 
difficult.” 

“My stepmother, who is 87, she got a phone call to say that we are 
doing some work and you’ll be off from two until six or whatever.  I 
thought ‘that’s very good’”. 

5 Scepticism about long-term investment 

Participants demonstrate considerable scepticism about the ability 
of any organisation, including Electricity North West, to make very 
long-term investment decisions.  They question on what basis the 
North West’s electricity needs and demands in 2032 or 2052 can 
be predicted and call on Electricity North West to limit investment 
in preparation for electric vehicles, heat pumps, and new 
renewable energy sources. 

“Investing for solar panels or wind power for me is a total waste of 
time because I wouldn’t receive any payback.” 

“I think when we’re currently in a recession, I think generally if you 
asked Joe Public to pay more for something that’s 20 or 30 years 
off in principle, I think they’re feeling the pinch now, so it’s quite 
hard for them.” 

“I don’t see what providing the electric stations or whatever for 
recharging cars should be borne by people who many not use a car 
or may not see the need for it.” 
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6 The DE challenge  

In total, one-in-five are unwilling to pay the ‘medium’ investment 
level.  This rises, however, to almost half amongst socio-economic 
group DE; those working in semi or unskilled manual jobs or those 
entirely dependent on the state through unemployment, disability, 
or old age.  This socio-economic group, characterised by low 
incomes, demonstrates a clear tendency to be less willing – or able 
– to pay the ‘medium’ investment level. 

“I’ve got four kids and they’ve all got everything they want twice 
over … I get really disgruntled thinking there’s a giant amount of 
profit that my energy provider is making and they are sitting there 
going ‘brilliant’.” 

7 Views are largely uniform  

Aside from the divergent views of socio-economic group DE, there 
are few significant differences between men and women, older 
and younger participants, and rural and urban respondents.  
Younger participants, those aged 18-34, do however demonstrate 
a greater willingness to fund investment into environmental 
measures like connecting renewable power generators and 
reducing Electricity North West’s carbon footprint. 

“You’ve asked about the environmental impact and the visual 
impact … for me, it would be important for them to focus on [the 
environmental] aspect because I think it’s really important at the 
moment.  We’re supposed to be getting to the point of no return.” 

8 Protecting the vulnerable is seen as good value-for-money 

Participants were asked to consider their willingness to pay for 
each investment option as a theoretical decision without cost 
implications and, again, with a cost attached.  In most cases, 
willingness to pay decreased once a cost was attached. 

For a small number of decisions, however, willingness to pay 
increased once cost was considered and these included enhanced 
service to sole-energy customers and priority service for 
vulnerable people.  Participants, assessing the relatively low cost 
of these measures against their positive impact for vulnerable 
people, deemed these investments to be socially worthwhile and 
to offer good value-for-money. 

“I was surprised at how little cost for some of the things.” 

“That’s a priority really … vulnerable people, old people, invalids, 
kids, pregnant women.  I think that should definitely be the 
priority.” 

“If you said to me do I want to pay £2 extra a year for green issues, 
or do I want to pay £2 a year towards the vulnerable, I would say 
go for the vulnerable.  I’m not prepared, if I’ve got the choice, to go 
for the green.” 

9 Awareness of Electricity North West has increased slightly 

Since the first wave of research, recognition of the Electricity 
North West name has increased from 23% to 25% and 
understanding of Electricity North West’s role in the electricity 

industry has cliƳbed from 5% to 8%. 16
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“I’ve seen the vans in my area, but didn’t realise what they actually 
do.” 

“I’d heard of them because where we live we tend to have slightly 
more power cuts.  I tend to ring them up fairly regularly.” 

“I was amazed when I did the survey because I honestly still 
thought that NORWEB had something to do with the power.” 

 

Summary 

 21% say they are unwilling to pay your ‘medium’ level of 
investment.  Nearly half of these come from social grade D or E. 

 DEs are much more unwilling to pay your ‘medium’ level of 
investment than the population as a whole.  

 This group is at least three times more likely to prioritise the 
following investment decisions as ‘low’ than the panel as a 
whole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Before knowing impact on their bill, customers are prepared to 
pay on average £6.03 to fund additional ENW investment.  After 
considering impact that investment decisions would have on their 
bill, willingness to fund drops to £2.27 above the cost of your 
‘medium’ investment level. 

 On average, the panel is willing to pay more than your ‘medium’ 
level of investment on all investment decision except: 

 Preparing for electric vehicles/heat pumps 

 Addressing equipment noise 

 Fixed price small scale connections 

 Protection against flooding 

 Connecting and managing renewable power generators 

 The areas on which the panel is willing to pay 10% or more than 
your ‘medium’ level of investment are detailed below.  ENW may 
wish to consider increasing the ‘medium’ level of investment on 
these areas: 

 Providing priority service for vulnerable 

 Socialisation of A&D charges 

 Replacing assets before they fail 
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 Protection against metal theft 

 Removing asbestos 

 Opportunistic upsizing of assets to facilitate future connections 

 Reduce oil spills from substations 

 Minimising public safety incidents 

 Reducing ‘pinch points’ 

 Reduce oil spills from cables 

 Providing enhanced service to sole-energy customers 

Tracking Measures 

Awareness of Electricity North West has increased slightly since 
December 2010 with 25% of adults in the North West aware the 
ENW brand. 

The public’s understanding of what ENW does is also improving 
slightly from a very low base.  Just over a year ago 5% of people in 
the North West could identify what ENW does.  Now, 8% recognise 
the role you play in the electricity sector. 

 

 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SUB-ANNEX A5: Engaged Consumer Panel, 
North West vs National summary, June 2012   



Key findings 

 

■ The issues on which consumers in the North West are more willing to pay for an 

enhanced service than the British population as a whole are: 

■ Mobile generation for customers if power cannot be restored within three hours 

■ Reducing equipment failure that causes major power cuts 

■ More comprehensive safety campaigns 

■ More proactive call centre 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SUB-ANNEX A6: Engaged Consumer Panel 
summary, July 2011   



“I expect the power to
always be on, you need it
for everything you do.”

“When the guy next door cut the street‟s power off,
it was in winter, so it was pitch black, so you get
home and you‟ve no lights. You don‟t know where
your candles are ... you do get anxious quite
soon.”

• Many viewed Electricity North West’s only task as ‘keeping the lights on’.

• For most, their only expectation of Electricity North West is that the company will 

work hard to keep power on and most wanted to see Electricity North West improve 

on the existing 99.99% reliability.

• Reducing the number of power cuts and limiting their duration was seen as 

Electricity North West’s most important short-term goal, most important objective 

for long-term investment and the most important value for the company to hold.

“We had a power cut. I think it was earlier this year, it wasn‟t that long ago, it was off for about an
hour, an hour and a half. When it first goes, it‟s gone in the morning, you‟ve no idea how long it‟s

going to be off for. Is it going to be off for five minutes or five hours? You get so used to the power
being on, I went to the front room to put the telly on, to see if there was anything on the news about
it, I was trying to put the telly on even though the power was out.”
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Reducing the number and duration of power cuts is seen as the most

important investment priority for ENW, with reducing the impact of

extreme events the next most important.

Base: 221

49%

43%

36%

31%

22%

15%

5%
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45%

50%

Reducing the 
number of power 

cuts on the network 
under normal 

conditions

Reducing the 
duration of power 

cuts on the network 
under normal 

conditions

Improving the 
networks ability to 
withstand extreme 
events like floods 

and storms

Improving 
Electricity North 
West's ability to 

respond to extreme 
events like floods 

and storms

Reducing the 
environmental 
impact of the 

network

Preparing the 
network for future 
energy users like 
new houses and 

new offices

Improving the 
appearance of the 

network

Q Please rate the areas of investment ... [Figures in bars % saying most or 2nd most important area of 
investment]

“Having a power cut, even though they don‟t happen very often, that‟s the thing that you think about,
and that‟s the thing that people really don‟t want to happen. So that‟s whyI think it is important.”

“Over the past couple of years, it‟s all
the floods, every winter there‟s another
place flooded … and so power
companies should be keen to try and
prevent that, or work, to help people.”



Nearly half are not prepared to pay anything extra to fund additional 

investment by Electricity North West.  

Base: 221

18%

15%

19%

48%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

More than £10

£5.01 - £10

£0.01 - £5

Not prepared to pay any extra

Q How much extra, if anything, would you be prepared to pay in your electricity bills per year to fund 
additional investment?

Average amount prepared to pay to fund additional investment: £4.70



Key issues to consider

• Fear of power cuts dominates thinking about ENW

• Expectations of ENW are simple but unrealistic (perfect reliability of 

supply) – important to explain why cuts happen and how quickly ENW 

gets the power flowing

• Reaction is strongly negative to any suggestion that ENW might limit / 

control when and how appliances can be used

• Despite being ‘Engaged Consumers’ many admit it is difficult to make 

judgements on benchmarking / investment – better understanding of the 

costs and benefits is essential



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SUB-ANNEX A7: Regional stakeholder 
workshops summary and slides, December 
2012  



wŜƎƛƻƴŀƭ ǿƻǊƪǎƘƻǇǎ ǎǳƳƳŀǊȅ
 
Electricity North West ran a series of stakeholder workshops in different parts of its service area during Autumn 2012, to have informed 
discussions with key stakeholders about its proposed investment plans under the next Ofgem price control period. 
 
The workshops were organised as independently‐facilitated focus groups, with each event tackling specific themes and bringing together 
between five and ten key stakeholders with three or four representatives from Electricity North West. The stakeholders represented 
generators, major industrial and commercial customers, developers and development consultants, local authorities, environmental 
organisations and business groups. Each event was hosted by the Electricity North West regional operations manager for the geographic area, 
supported by colleagues with particular knowledge of the themes under discussion. 
 
A total of 34 key stakeholders took part in the workshops, and a further two key stakeholders who were unable to attend submitted written 
comments. As expected from a diverse group of stakeholders, many different opinions were aired and there were some conflicting views 
about investment priorities. Some stakeholders were keen to see more investment in certain areas, even if it would mean increases in 
customers’ bills, while others saw opportunities for savings that would help to reduce bills. 
 
However, a number of key themes emerged on which there was broad agreement, if not full consensus, as follows: 
 
Communication 
 
Across the workshops, the key stakeholders asked for more and better communication from Electricity North West, particularly around power 
outages. 
 
Suggestions included greater use of Twitter and social media, and inviting customers to register their email and mobile phone contact details 
via a website so they could receive automated message updates during outages. Business stakeholders wanted more detailed and accurate 
information about both planned and unplanned outages so they could mitigate against business risks, and several asked if Electricity North 
West would consult some business representatives about how they would like to see communication and account management improved. 
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Reliability and availability of the network 
 
A consistent theme was that as a general principle, investment should lead to increased reliability and availability of the network. 
 
This came up under a number of different discussions; for example, when discussing the issue of compensation for customers who experience 
power cuts, many of the stakeholders said they would rather the money was spent on preventing power cuts in the first place than 
compensating those who suffered them. When asked if Electricity North West should do more for customers who had no oil or gas, the feeling 
was that investment in improving reliability of the network would benefit them in particular, as well as the wider community. On the subject of 
undergrounding overhead power lines in rural areas, many felt that the investment was only justified if it led to improved network reliability as 
well as environmental benefit. And on the subject of tackling metal theft, many felt that increased investment in security was justified if it led 
to increased network reliability as well as improved safety. 
 
Vulnerable customers 
 
The stakeholders generally felt that current provision for vulnerable customers was about right, but there should be improved communication 
and information about how vulnerable customers are defined, what Electricity North West will do for them, and how they should go about 
getting help when they need it. 
 
Among suggestions that gained support was that utilities, local authorities and emergency services could work together to create local 
emergency response groups, which would take over the support of vulnerable customers in times of crisis so that people received a consistent 
multi‐agency approach. 
 
Stakeholder workshop process 
 
The vast majority of the stakeholders who attended the workshops felt they were very useful, welcomed the opportunity to give their views, 
and praised Electricity North West for taking the initiative to engage in full and frank discussion in this format. Many said they hoped the 
workshops would be just a first step in the company listening more to its key stakeholders as they felt that by working together they could help 
Electricity North West prioritise its investment to benefit as many people as possible. 



Date Venue Contact Details ENWL Team Delegates 
20th November 
 
 
Keswick 

Skiddaw Hotel, Main Street, 
Keswick, Cumbria CA12 
5BN 
 
017687 72071 

Martin Deehan 
Michael Proctor 
Alex Moore  

Morgan Donnelly, Wind Prospect – Project Manager/Engineer 
Dave Shaw, Tata Steel – E&I Project Engineer 
Hennie van der Westhuizen, Iggesund – Central Engineering Manager 
Alan Brown, Iggesund – Strategic Planner 
John Stables, British Gypsum –  
Denice Gallen, Copeland Borough Council – Nuclear and Energy Officer 

21st November 
 
Bolton 

Britannia Hotel, Beaumont 
Road, Bolton, BL3 4TA 
 
01204 855582 

Lee Maxwell 
Vincent Cranny 
Alex Moore 
Sarah Walls 

Cllr Michael Green, Lancashire County Council – Cabinet Member for Transport… 
Dorothy Kelk, Friends of the Earth - Volunteer 
Marion Seed, Friends of the Earth - Volunteer 
Cllr Peter Goldsworthy, Chorley Borough Council - Leader 
Richard Jennison, CPRE – Environment Director 

26th November 
 
Manchester 

King’s House Conference 
Centre, King’s Church, 
Sidney Street, Manchester, 
M1 7HB 
0161 276 8194 

Mark Williamson 
Michael Proctor 
Tony McEntee 
Jonathon Booth 

Jackie Copely, CPRE 
Andy Beaumont, Lyondell Basell – Senior Electrical Manager 
Mike Reed, Trafford Council – Growth and Masterplan Manager 
Li-Hsia Chan, MIDAS – BDM Energy and Environment 
Russ Comrie, Cargill – Energy and Utilities Manager 

27th November 
 
Stockport 

The Stockport Guildhall, 
169 Wellington Road 
South, Stockport, Cheshire, 
SK1 3UA 
0161 480 6531 

Mark Williamson 
Vincent Cranny 
Brian Hoy 
Steph Rourke 

Combined with Manchester event

28th November 
 
Preston 

Preston Masonic Hall, 
Ashlar House, Saul Street, 
Preston, PR1 2QU 
01772 252170 

Lee Maxwell 
Michael Proctor 
Tony McEntee 
Brian Hoy 

Karen Smith, Matalan – Utilities Manager 
Dave Derbyshire, Matalan – Environmental Manager 
Shaun Costain, BAE Systems – Investment and Infrastructure 
David Halliwell, Green Energy from Nature -  
Rob Green, Blackpool Bay Area Co – Head of Enterprise and Investment 
John Knox, Energy Coast West Cumbria Ltd, Industrial Liaison Consultant 
Bev Taylor, Bruntwood – Energy Manager 
Wayne Calland, Bruntwood 

30th November 
 
 
Kendal 

Kendal College, Milnthorpe 
Road, Kendal, LA9 5AY 
01539 814700 

Martin Deehan 
Alex Moore 
Jonathon Booth 
 

Jack Ellerby, Friends of the Lake District 
Cllr Mike Tonkin, Eden District Council - Environment 
Chris Hardman, Carlisle City Council – Planning Manager 
David Haughian, Cumbria County Council – Strategic Programme Co-ordinator 
Andrew Davison, English Heritage – Principle Inspector of Ancient Monuments NW 
Richard Kemp, Tenet Consultants - BDM 
Richard Willacy, Telford Hart Associates 
Barry Watkinson, Morgan Sindall – Nuclear Development Director 
John Farmer, Cumbria Wildlife Trust 



 

 

Stakeholder engagement

We’re engaging with stakeholders across the North West, 
from domestic customers to local government and large 
businesses

We’re also engaging with national stakeholders, like suppliers 
and the Department for Energy and Climate Change, to make 
sure that our plans reflect the views of all stakeholders

8Stakeholder engagement workshops November 2012  

Roadshows

We’ve held surveys, roadshows and school visits, helping us 
to shape our plans

9Stakeholder engagement workshops November 2012  
 

Website

10Stakeholder engagement workshops November 2012

We’re encouraging people to have their say through our 
engagement website and leaflets 

www.enwl.co.uk/switchedon

 

National feedback so far
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Regional feedback so far
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What we’re already delivering

We expect to invest around £2bn between 2015–2023 (in 
addition to £1.4bn between 2010–2015)

This investment will focus on:
• Improving reliability for customers by replacing ageing assets and 

increasing resilience against flooding or extreme events 

• Making the network sustainable for customers in the long term by 
extending capacity for a low carbon future where people use more
electricity, and improving environmental performance 

• Keeping our part of the bill affordable for customers by innovating to 
keep costs at current levels

13Stakeholder engagement workshops November 2012  
 

Proposed Network Investment

14Stakeholder engagement workshops November 2012   

Today

Based on the feedback we’ve already had from stakeholders, 
we have some proposals for the future of the network

Do you agree with our proposals? What’s most important to 
you considering Reliability, Affordability, Sustainability?

We want to know what you think about our specific proposals, 
and also get your input on any other issues you want to raise

15Stakeholder engagement workshops November 2012  
 



 

 

Today

We’re here to listen to your views

We’ll report your views back into the business so that we can 
finalise our plans 

We don’t intend to answer everything today, but we’ll keep in 
touch and report back to you with our final business plans

16Stakeholder engagement workshops November 2012  

Sue Hayman - Facilitator

 
 

Environment

Q1

Many people feel that overhead power lines and pylons spoil 
the natural environment in our National Parks and Areas of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty.  We are already investing in 
putting power lines underground in sensitive areas – but 
should we do more?

 

Environment

Q2

Some of our larger and older underground cables use oil as 
an insulator. As they wear out or are damaged, leaks can 
occur which may harm the environment. We plan to replace 
20% of oil-filled cables by 2023, but we could spend more, or 
save money by reacting only when there is a problem.

 
 

Environment

Q3

The transformers in our substations are also filled with cooling
oil. They can leak when things go wrong. Large substations 
have measures to catch oil leaks, but we could save money 
by working to minimum safety standards, or spend more by 
including small substations.

 

Social Obligations

Q1

Some of our customers are described as ‘vulnerable’ because 
they may be elderly, or have new babies, or have particular 
needs.  What extra services should we provide them free of 
charge?

 
 

Social Obligations

Q2

What about customers who don’t have gas or oil and only 
have electricity for their heating? Should we provide them with 
anything extra?

 

Social Obligations

Q3

Noise. Much of our equipment is silent, but sometimes noise 
can be created.  Where it does occur, how should we deal 
with it?

 
 



 

 

Safety

Q1

Metal theft from substations is a huge problem and extremely 
dangerous for the criminals, for our staff and sometimes for 
the public.  It can also cause power cuts.  Should we spend 
more money to secure our equipment?

 

Safety

Q2

We are committed to ensuring the safety of everyone who 
comes into contact with our network.  How should we promote 
safety awareness?

 
 

Safety

Q3

Asbestos.  Some of our older substations contain asbestos.  
What should our policy be on removing asbestos from these 
buildings?

 

Questions?

 
 

Reliability & Availability

Q1

Many of our pylons, overhead lines, underground cables, 
substations and equipment are ageing and will need replacing 
eventually.  When this happens, should we replace them with 
the same or improved equipment?

 

Reliability & Availability

Q2

On average in the North West, a customer goes two years 
between power cuts and is without electricity for less than two 
hours in every two years.  However, some customers, often in 
very rural areas, can have more than 15 power cuts in three 
years. What should we do?

 
 

Reliability & Availability

Q3

We could also do more to reduce the risk of major equipment 
failure; this is already low, but when faults do happen they 
can cause a major power cut of 18 hours or more.

 

Conditions for connection to the network

Q1

As homes and business use more electricity, the capacity of 
the network is used up.  When its size needs increasing to 
help meet demand, who should pay?

 
 



 

 

Conditions for connection to the network

Q2

If a small business, like a farm or food producer, wants to 
expand or modernise and needs more electricity than their 
connection can handle, should they pay all the cost of 
upgrading the network, or a flat fee towards it? Or should the 
cost be shared amongst us all?

 

Conditions for connection to the network

Q3

What about when we need to increase the network to get new 
generators connected, like wind farms? Should the generator 
pay for any improvements needed, or just those that only they 
will use, or should we all share the burden?

 
 

Customer Satisfaction

Q1

If domestic customers lose power for more than 18 hours, we 
automatically pay them compensation. This is coming down to 
12 hours, but should it be even less? Or should we only pay 
compensation if people claim it?

 

Customer Satisfaction

Q2

Under the existing regulations, industrial customers are only 
entitled to very low levels of compensation if they are without 
power. Is this fair?

 
 

Customer Satisfaction

Q3

To maintain an efficient network, there are times when we 
need to turn the power off on a planned basis.  When this 
happens, how much notice should we give people? Is 2 days 
enough? Or 7 days? Or more than 7 days, with detailed 
timings of when power will be on and off?

 

Questions?
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Key Findings from thŜ Parish Council Survey 
 
Analysis  of  the  survey  results  shows  that  for  15  of  the  20  questions,  the most 
commonly‐selected answer was  the Medium option. As a general  rule,  this meant 
the council felt that current or proposed levels of investment in this area were about 
right and should continue. 
 
Low priority areas  
For four of the questions (1, 3, 8 and 14) the Low response was the most commonly‐
selected answer. Selecting the Low answer meant the council saw this area as a low 
priority and would be happy  for  investment  in  this area  to be  reduced, potentially 
leading to a reduction in electricity bills. 
 
Questions  1  and  3 were  around who  should  pay  for  new  infrastructure  required 
when new  connections are made  to  the network, either  to put electricity  in or  to 
take it out. The councils felt that generally the developers should pay, and the public 
should not have to contribute through the socialising of costs across all consumers. 
Question  8  referred  to  compensation  for  businesses who  experience  power  cuts; 
again, the councils  felt that the cost of compensation  for businesses should not be 
spread across all consumers. 
 
Question 14 asked how  long, on average,  it would be acceptable for a consumer to 
be without power. The majority of councils  selected  the  Low option  (50 minutes), 
rather  than  supporting  proposed  investment  to  bring  the  average  power  cut 
duration down to 40 or 25 minutes. 
 
High priority areas 
Only one of the 20 questions drew the High option as the most popular answer. This 
was  Question  6, which  focused  on  the  frequency  of  power  cuts.  It  said  that  on 
average, a customer  in the North West goes two years between power cuts, but  in 
some very rural areas consumers can have more than 15 power cuts in three years. 
The  majority  of  councils  supported  increasing  investment  so  that  no  customer 
suffers this number of power cuts, even if this means increasing electricity bills. 
 
This answer tends to reflect the fact that most parish councils are in rural areas. It is 
likely that if the same question was asked of consumers in urban areas, who are less 
familiar with power cuts, fewer would select the High option. 
 
However,  it  is  clear  that  for  those who  live  and work  in  rural  areas,  reducing  the 
frequency of power cuts in those areas is a higher priority than most other areas for 
investment. 
 
Undergrounding of overhead lines 
Question  11  asked  councils  whether  they  felt  more  should  be  spent  on 
undergrounding  existing  overhead  power  lines.  This  is  often  an  emotive  subject, 
particularly when new high‐voltage power lines are being proposed. 
 



 

However, two‐thirds of councils who responded picked the Medium option, feeling 
that the current policy of spending £1m per year on undergrounding overhead lines 
in sensitive  locations  identified by key stakeholders was the correct approach. Only 
28%  favoured  doubling  spending  in  this  area, while  a  very  small minority  of  6% 
favoured stopping spending on undergrounding to reduce bills. 
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Executive Summary 

Journalists 

 Journalists view Electricity North West almost exclusively through their 
relationship with the press office.  Electricity North West’s press office, although 
recognised as only recently established, is viewed positively and seen as 
responsive and helpful.  Jonathan Morgan is spontaneously named by some 
journalists and is well-regarded. 

 In terms of improvements, journalists want faster responses to queries, better 
access to management or company experts, and pro-active stories with local 
angle.  Electricity North West’s press office is inevitably compared to the larger, 
better established United Utilities operation.  Though viewed positively, some 
believe that Electricity North West’s press office has some way to go to match 
the level of service delivered by United Utilities. 

 Knowledge of, and interest in, the electricity industry is very limited amongst 
non-specialist journalists.  Local/regional journalists feel that they need to know 
only enough to write individual stories about Electricity North West and have no 
need for a more detailed or broader understanding. 

Energy Suppliers and IDNOs 

 This category, largely consisting of energy suppliers, approaches Electricity North 
West from a business perspective rather than a stakeholder perspective. 

 They have regular contact with Electricity North West, and other DNOs, 
regarding invoicing and other supply issues.  They look for Electricity North West 
to respond quickly to their queries, to express sympathy when mistakes are 
made, and to be ‘can do’ in putting things right.  While Electricity North West is 
not regarded as particularly poor in this regard, these stakeholders are critical of 
all DNOs, seeing them as too often unresponsive and accusing DNOs of failing to 
grasp the need to provide good customer service.  Some are critical of Electricity 
North West’s inflexible billing systems and the perception that, at times, you are 
unwilling to explain how mistakes in billing came about. 

 While Energy Suppliers and IDNOs have a good understanding of the energy 
industry and Electricity North West, not all have an actual interest in the 
industry.  Many have little, if any, desire to know about aspects of Electricity 
North West’s business outside their immediate sphere of interest. 

MPs 

 MPs, beyond recall of an association with United Utilities, know little about 
Electricity North West. Most MPs are uncertain as to the role played by 
Electricity North West, struggle to recall contact and have no basis on which to 
comment on Electricity North West’s performance. 
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 MPs both call for greater contact with Electricity North West – welcoming the 
prospect of a short introductory meeting or briefing – while admitting that they 
are extremely busy and difficult to contact.  MPs suggest carefully targeting 
communications to their interests or constituency needs. 

 While MPs currently assume that Electricity North West is performing well – 
assuming that if it was underperforming they would have had complaints from 
constituents or others – their lack of knowledge poses a long-term danger.  MPs, 
like consumers, have unrealistically high expectations of Electricity North West 
(perfect reliability at a minimum cost) and little sense of the difficulties of 
maintaining and renewing the North West’s electricity infrastructure. 

Regional Stakeholders 

 Electricity North West’s regional stakeholders – the largest business users, local 
government officials and elected members, local and regional forums – are 
extremely positive about Electricity North West.  They praise both their contact 
with Electricity North West, Electricity North West’s operational performance, 
and its commitment to long-term planning. 

 So positively do regional stakeholders regard Electricity North West, that they 
criticise it for not doing more to promote itself.  They call on Electricity North 
West to make it clearer – to the general public and opinion formers – the role 
Electricity North West plays in investing in the North West, in employing 
thousands and maintaining vital infrastructure.  Regional stakeholders, alongside 
MPs, are the keenest supporters of local and regionally focused CSR actions. 

NGOs 

 NGOs are often extremely narrowly focused, with a detailed knowledge and 
interest in a particular area but with little awareness beyond this specialist area.  
NGOs are sharply divided in terms of their contact and perceptions of Electricity 
North West. 

 Those engaged by Electricity North West are extremely positive.  They see 
Electricity North West as sharing their passion, typically for environmental 
issues, and praise the company’s performance and staff.  Contact with Electricity 
North West has given these stakeholders some understanding of the issues faced 
by Electricity North West and its role in the wider sector. 

 Those NGOs without contact, however, know much less about Electricity North 
West.  These NGOs are not critical of Electricity North West, but instead simply 
know too little about it to express any type of informed opinion of the company. 

Regulators 

 Regulators, amongst all stakeholders, tend to have the greatest knowledge of 
Electricity North West and have regular contact with it. 
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 Electricity North West is viewed positively and across a range of areas – quality 
of contact, operational performance, forward planning – is seen to compare 
favourably to the bulk of other DNOs. 

 Much of regulators’ contact with Electricity North West is required by law and 
part of the regulatory regime governing the industry.  Regulators are keen to 
stress that this is a minimum level of contact and that Electricity North West and 
DNOs are free to do more.  Regulators stress the importance of this in relation to 
Electricity North West (and other DNOs) doing more to engage with non-
regulator stakeholders and to maintain both informal, and formal, relations with 
regulators. 
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Engaged Electricity Consumer Panel
Electricity North West
January 2014
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p2

Summary

Strong support for ENW’s plan to be amongst the top 3 DNOs on connections

Consumers find it difficult to estimate the time required for new connections, but, on 

average, expect a quote for a new connection within 7 days. ENW’s current proposal is 

ahead of this expectation level. However, the expected time to actually install the new 

connection is on average 13 days, well below the current number of days in ENW’s 

proposal. More than four-fifths of respondents favour ENW’s plan to be in the top three 

performers. 

Upgrading medical networks and providing additional support during outages are most 

important ways to support vulnerable customers

Engaged Electricity Consumers – and over 55s in particular, believe it is important for ENW 

to protect the vulnerable, most notably by upgrading hospital infrastructure and providing 

temporary power during outages. While almost all respondents consider those with 

medical needs and the elderly as vulnerable, it is notable that more than half (especially 

women) say that families with newborns should also be classified as vulnerable.

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


p3

Summary

Appetite for ENW to take action against electricity theft even if costs outweigh the 

financial benefits increases with age

A desire for fairness evokes strong emotions in the call for action against electricity theft. 

At least four in five Engaged Electricity Consumers say that it is important for ENW to do 

all of the activities under consideration – especially assessing/identifying premises where 

electricity theft is likely. While 74% of over 55s want ENW to take action even if the 

costs outweigh the financial benefits, less than half of 18-34s (43%) agree.

Efficient and easy customer service is vital when customers are without power

Respondents consider a number of customer service areas to be extremely important, 

most notably having their calls answered quickly, explaining why the power is out and 

when it will be restored. Text and the ENW website are the most likely alternative 

methods of contacting ENW when phone lines are down. A small proportion would use 

social media including Facebook and Twitter.

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


p4

Summary

Under normal circumstances, there is little appetite for increasing current 

compensation levels if it means an increase in electricity bills

70% of Engaged Electricity Consumers do not think that compensation levels should be 

more than £54 after 18 hours without power. Some resist the ‘blanket compensation 

culture’ and suggest that compensation should be based on culpability relating to poor 

maintenance rather than uncontrollable events – including extreme weather. However, 

nearly half (46%) think that compensation relating to extreme weather should be paid 

after 18 rather than 48 hours.  Nearly half favour compensation of at least £50 per day, 

while a third favour retaining the existing level of payment.

Respondents believe that compensation should be paid to all affected by the outage, and 

that the level of compensation should be the same irrespective of the number of 

customers affected, however those aged 18-30 are somewhat less convinced by both 

these arguments. Only a third (32%) believe business customers should be recompensed 

for total loss of earnings.

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


p5

Summary

Willingness to fund investment is growing

On average, willingness to fund additional investment has increased by 28% (from £4.68 

to £5.97) since 2012. Males and over 55s are most willing to pay extra.

As in previous years, investment related to ‘keeping the lights on’ tends to be most 

prised by Engaged Electricity Consumers.  ‘Improving support for vulnerable customers’ 

(measured for the first time this year) is also clearly important to consumers. Other areas 

measured for the first time (reducing electricity theft and new connections) are relatively 

unimportant.

Awareness and knowledge of Electricity North West continues to grow

Awareness of the ENW brand has increased from 23% in 2010 to 38% in 2014. 

Understanding of the role of ENW has also grown to 21% in 2014, from 5% in 2010. Both 

awareness and recognition of ENW’s role is higher among men and over 55’s than other 

demographic groups. 

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm


Awareness and understanding of ENW

p6
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Awareness of ENW continues to grow…

p7

[Base 2014: 914]
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Awareness of ENW continues to grow…

p8

[Base 2014: 914]

“I had never heard of them before the 
survey then the very next day a van past 
me whilst I was walking the dog with an 
emergency ring.”

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
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… as does understanding of what ENW does
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[Base 2014: 914]

… as does understanding of what ENW does

“It is between the National 
Grid and EDF and Scottish 
Power and they are 
responsible for the cabling and 
the actual network.”
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Before today, had you heard of Electricity North West?

Men and over 55’s tend to know more about ENW than other 
groups

p11
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Connection Targets

p12
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ENW’s current proposal beats the average expectation of 7 days to 
quote

In days, how long do you feel it is reasonable for Electricity North West to need in order 
to... 

p13

[Base 2014: 824]
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Give a quote to a householder for a new connection Average 
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7

Don’t know: 21%

“If you’re asking for an 
estimate I would expect 
them to give it to you 
within a couple of weeks.” 
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13 days is well below the current number of days included in ENW’s 
plan

In days, how long do you feel it is reasonable for Electricity North West to need in order 
to... 

p15

[Base 2014: 824]
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13 days is well below the current number of days included in ENW’s 
plan
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Don’t know: 21%

“If it was when I was ready to be 
connected, I phoned and they 
said you will have to wait a 
month to be connected,  that 
would bother me.”

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
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The vast majority favour  ENW’s plan to be amongst the top 3 
performers

Should Electricity North West…

p17
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The vast majority favour  ENW’s plan to be amongst the top 3 
performers 

Should Electricity North West…
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[Base 2014: 824]

“I personally think it’s not 
worth it. Waiting a few more 

days for a non-emergency 
project  to save money is fine.”

“You should always aim to be 
better.”

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
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Vulnerable Customers

p19
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Elderly and those with medical needs considered most vulnerable.  
Women more concerned than men about vulnerability of families 
and the ‘rurally remote’

Which, if any, of the following groups do you believe have a particularly high need for a 
reliable supply of electricity?

p20
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“Elderly people, especially 
those people that live on their 
own. And those people with 
young children”.

“If somebody’s on a ventilator 
at home obviously they need 
it because that battery is not 
going to last forever.”

http://www.enwl.co.uk/index.htm
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Most important support for vulnerable customers are hospital 
infrastructure and temporary power supplies during outages.  Over 
55s are most concerned about supporting the vulnerable

Please say how important or unimportant you think it is for Electricity North West to do 
each of the following. (Average rating)

p22

[Base 2014: 824]
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staff as to the needs,
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identification of

vulnerable people

 Invest an additional
£8 million, over and
above current plans,
between 2015 and
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 Contact all known
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“They need to bring a 
generator for those vulnerable 
people whilst they are waiting 

for cables to be fixed.”
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Electricity Theft

p24
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Each element of ENW’s plan to combat electricity theft is 
considered important – especially assessing/identifying premises 
where theft is likely
For each of the following possible actions, please say how important or unimportant you 
think it is for Electricity North West to do each of the following.

p25
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share its approaches with others and learn from them

 Set-up a 24 hour helpline so suspected theft can be reported by
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 Educate consumers on how to identify signs of potential theft

 Work with others to establish an industry code of practice
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“These companies should be 
saying ‘we know this is a three 
bedroom house and should be 
using x amount and they are 

only using 1000 watts, so let’s 
go have a look into it’”. 
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The call for action on electricity theft – even when costs outweigh 
financial benefits – increases with age

Thinking about Electricity North West's general approach to tackling electricity theft, 
should they...?

p27
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63%

6%

 Take action only
when the financial
benefits of doing so
are greater than the
costs of doing so

 Take action if the
financial benefits are
likely to match the
costs of doing so

 Take action even if
the financial benefits
of doing so are less
than the cost of doing
so

 Don't know

ALL
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financial benefits – increases with age

Thinking about Electricity North West's general approach to tackling electricity theft, 
should they...?
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 Take action only
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57%
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 18-34  35-54  55+

“They have got to stop people 
doing it at the end of the day, 

and they will save money 
doing so in the long run.” 

“They need to take action 
because not only do you have 
the theft of the fuel, you have 

the danger to the engineers 
and the people in the house.” 
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The call for action on electricity theft – even when costs outweigh 
financial benefits – increases with age

Thinking about Electricity North West's general approach to tackling electricity theft, 
should they...?
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 Take action only
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 Take action if the
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14%
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16%

43%
57%

74%

 18-34  35-54  55+

“It’s seen as a victimless crime 
and it isn’t; it spoils it for 

everybody.” 

“You shouldn’t go looking for 
it; it’s going to cost money to 
do that. I don’t want to spend 

good money after bad.” 
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Storms and compensation for power outages

p30
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There is little appetite for increasing current compensation levels if 
it means an increase in electricity bills

Keeping in mind that increasing the level of compensation payments is likely to raise the 
costs of all electricity customers slightly, do you think the compensation level should be 
higher than £54 after 18 hours without power?

p31

17%

70%

13%

 Yes

 No

 Don't knowALL
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There is little appetite for increasing current compensation levels if 
it means an increase in electricity bills

Keeping in mind that increasing the level of compensation payments is likely to raise the 
costs of all electricity customers slightly, do you think the compensation level should be 
higher than £54 after 18 hours without power?
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17%

70%

13%

 Yes

 No

 Don't knowALL

[Base 2014: 824]

“Yes, 18 hours is a long time 
to be without electricity.”

“I think culpability must 
come into it. If they are 
culpable then fair 
enough they should pay 
compensation.”

“‘As long as everything’s 
been maintained as it 
should be and they can 
prove that then you 
can’t blame them and 
expect compensation.”
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Appetite for paying compensation after 18hrs rather than 48hrs is 
split with 18-30s leaning slightly toward 48hrs and over 55s, 
towards 18hrs

Keeping in mind that increasing the level of compensation payments is likely to raise the 
costs of all electricity customers slightly, do you think that all customers affected by 
extreme weather should be paid compensation after 18 hours rather than 48 hours?

p33
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47%

7%

39%

53%

8%

49%

45%

6%

Yes, all affected customers
should be compensated
after 18 hours

No, all affected customers
should be compensated
after 48 hours

Don't know

ALL
18-34
55+
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should be compensated
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“No, it’s not their fault 
what's happened and I do 
believe that the utility 
companies do their best, so 
at the end of the day I don’t 
think it should change.”

“The storm could last longer 
than that, and you don't 
want people outside putting 
themselves in danger fixing 
it.”
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Most say that compensation should be the same irrespective of the 
number of customers affected, though 18-30s are less sure

Should compensation be the same irrespective of how many customers are affected?

p35

76%

13%

10%

68%

21%

11%

82%

11%

7%

Yes

No

Don't know

ALL
18-34
55+
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While a third of consumers are happy with current compensation 
levels after extreme weather, nearly half favour an increase of at 
least £50 per day

Which of these levels of compensation do you think would be most acceptable after 
being without power after an extreme weather event?

p36

18%

6%

21%

21%

34%

 £50 per 24 hours

 £100 per 24 hours

 Incremental increases per day i.e. £50 first 24 hours, £100 for second 24
hours (so, £150 for 48 hours)

 A token compensation of £25 per day for being disrupted and all other
costs claimed from customers' house insurance

 The existing level of payment (£27 after 48 hours plus £12 per additional
12 hours)
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The vast majority (especially over 55s and women) say 
compensation should be paid to all affected by the outage

Should compensation be paid...?

p37

88%

9% 3%

81%

13%

6%

92%

5%2%
To all customers
affected by the power
outage

Only to those who
contact Electricity
North West

Don't know

ALL

18-34
55+
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9% 3%

90%

7%3%

85%

11%
4%
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Half are against compensating business customers for total loss of 
earnings

Keeping in mind that increasing the level of compensation payments is likely to raise the 
costs of all electricity customers slightly, do you think all business customers should be 
recompensed for total loss of earnings?

p38

32%

49%

19%
 Yes

 No

 Don't knowALL
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Providing Information/ Social Media

p39
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Over half say that these service areas are very important when 
reporting a problem to ENW

If you were to call Electricity North West to report a problem, how important or 
unimportant would each of the following be?

p40

67%

68%

68%

64%

63%

30%

27%

27%

29%

25%

3%

4%

4%

6%

8%

1%

2% 2%

 That your call is answered quickly

 The person you speak to is able to explain why you
have no power

 The person you speak to is able to tell you when
your power will be restored

 Information on how to determine if the problem is
with ENW's network or in your own home

 The call centre is based in the UK

 Very important  Somewhat important  Neither important nor unimportant

 Somewhat unimportant  Very unimportant
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Over half say that these service areas are very important when 
reporting a problem to ENW

If you were to call Electricity North West to report a problem, how important or 
unimportant would each of the following be?
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27%
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29%
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4%
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6%
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1%
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 That your call is answered quickly

 The person you speak to is able to explain why you
have no power

 The person you speak to is able to tell you when
your power will be restored

 Information on how to determine if the problem is
with ENW's network or in your own home

 The call centre is based in the UK

 Very important  Somewhat important  Neither important nor unimportant

 Somewhat unimportant  Very unimportant
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“‘Perhaps they should 
supply people a little 
card with what to do in 
the event of a power 
cut so that you have 
measures in place.”
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Accent is the only service area that is considered more unimportant 
than important

If you were to call Electricity North West to report a problem, how important or 
unimportant would each of the following be?

p42

40%

35%

29%

13%

40%

42%

28%

17%

12%

19%

29%

38%

5%

2%

9%

15%

3%

1%

6%

17%

 The person you speak to is able to offer practical
advice

 The person you speak to is apologetic and able to
sympathise with your situation

 The call centre is based in the North West

 The person you speak to has a similar accent to
you

 Very important  Somewhat important  Neither important nor unimportant

 Somewhat unimportant  Very unimportant
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22%

20% 20%

14%

11%

6%

2%
1%

3%
2%

By text
message

Via the
Electricity

North West
website

Would
contact my
electricity

retailer

Would try
calling
again

another
time

By e-mail The local
media

By
Facebook

By Twitter Something
else

None of
these

Text and the ENW website are the most likely alternate means of 
contacting ENW about a problem. Facebook and Twitter are low 
priorities
If you were without power and you weren't able to speak with Electricity North West, 
because the phone lines were busy or the phone lines were down, how else might you 
try contacting Electricity North West or finding out about the problem?
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Text and the ENW website are the most likely alternate means of 
contacting ENW about a problem. Facebook and Twitter are low 
priorities
If you were without power and you weren't able to speak with Electricity North West, 
because the phone lines were busy or the phone lines were down, how else might you 
try contacting Electricity North West or finding out about the problem?
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“Social media 
would be a good 
way to find out 

what’s 
happening.”

“You could go on the 
Electricity North West 
website for updates.”
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Investment

p45
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While ‘keeping the lights on’ remains the key priority, supporting 
vulnerable customers is also important
Please rank the areas of investment (Most or second most important)

p46

[Base 2014: 824]

1%

11%

17%

35%

36%

46%

53%

5%

22%

15%

31%

43%

49%

36%

 Improving the appearance of the
network

 Reducing the environmental impact
of the network

 Preparing the network for future
energy users like new houses and new

offices

 Improving Electricity North West's
ability to respond to extreme events

like floods and storms

 Reducing the duration of power cuts
on the network under normal

conditions

 Reducing the number of power cuts
on the network under normal

conditions

 Improving the networks ability to
withstand extreme events like floods

and storms

2010/2012

2010

2012

= New area of investment measured in 2014

1%

2%

4%

7%

16%

19%

25%

26%

29%

31%

39%

 Improving the appearance of the network

 Connecting new homes and businesses
more quickly

 Preparing the network for future energy
users

 Reducing the environmental impact of the
network

 Reducing electricity theft from the
network

 Reducing the duration of power cuts under
normal conditions

 Reducing the number of major power cuts
under normal conditions

 Improving Electricity North West's ability
to respond to extreme events

 Reducing the number of power cuts under
normal conditions

 Improving support for vulnerable
customers

 Improving the network's ability to
withstand extreme events

2014 
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Women place a higher priority than men on investment relating to 
extreme events, the vulnerable and the environment

Please rank the areas of investment, starting with the area you think it is most important 
for Electricity North West to invest in and working to the area where you think it is least 
important for Electricity North West to invest in. (Average ranking of importance)

p47

3.72

4.15

4.45

4.55

4.62

4.93

5.88

7.47

7.62

8.40

10.22

4.01

4.24

4.56

4.71

4.24

4.76

5.91

7.1
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8.42

10.03

3.46

4.07

4.34

4.4

4.96

5.08

5.86

7.8

7.26

8.38

10.39

 Improving the network's ability to withstand extreme events

 Improving support for vulnerable customers

 Reducing the number of major power cuts under normal…

 Improving its ability to respond to extreme events

 Reducing the number of power cuts under normal conditions

 Reducing the duration of power cuts under normal conditions

 Reducing electricity theft from the network

 Preparing the network for future energy users

 Reducing the environmental impact of the network

 Connecting new homes and businesses more quickly

 Improving the appearance of the network

All

Male

Female
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Women place a higher priority than men on investment relating to 
extreme events, the vulnerable and the environment

Please rank the areas of investment, starting with the area you think it is most important 
for Electricity North West to invest in and working to the area where you think it is least 
important for Electricity North West to invest in. (Average ranking of importance)
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All
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“You need 
maintenance. If you 
don’t maintain the 
poles, even a fairly 

small storm will bring 
them down and that’s 
lack of maintenance.”
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Consumers are prepared to pay about £6 extra to fund investment

How much extra, if anything, would you be prepared to pay in your electricity bills per 
year to fund additional investment?

p49
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£20
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2014 Average

£5.97
2011 Average

£6.03
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£4.68
2013 Average

£5.14
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Consumers are prepared to pay about £6 extra to fund investment

How much extra, if anything, would you be prepared to pay in your electricity bills per 
year to fund additional investment?
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“If you could see the 
improvements they are making, 

then yes I would be willing to 
pay extra.”

“With the bills continuing to 
going up, when you get 
someone asking for £6 

here, £6 there, it all adds 
up.”
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Over 55s and men tend to be more willing to pay extra than 
younger people and women

How much extra, if anything, would you be prepared to pay in your electricity bills per 
year to fund additional investment?

p51
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£5.37
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Research Administration
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Four in five found out a lot about ENW and enjoyed participating in 
the research

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about this 
investigation of Electricity North West and the electricity sector?

p53
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94%

83%

81%

62%

55%

8%

6%

13%

17%

25%

37%

19%

1%

3%

2%

13%

8%

74%

 Organisations like Electricity North West should
continue to seek the views of people like me

 I found out a lot about Electricity North West that I
did not know before

 I enjoyed doing the questionnaire

 The electricity sector is more complicated than I
originally thought

 I would be interested in finding out more about
Electricity North West

 I felt the questionnaire was tedious

 NET: Agree  Neither agree nor disagree  NET: Disagree
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Appendix
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Methodology

Populus interviewed 914 adults aged 18+ online between 24-27 January 2014. All 

respondents lived in the area served by Electricity North West and were recruited to 

reflect the demographic profile of the region. All were offered briefing material 

explaining what ENW does and its role in the electricity sector and were asked six 

questions to ensure that they had read the material and understood it. Those that were 

able to answer correctly at least five of these questions answered the questions as 

‘Engaged Consumers’.

This is the fourth wave of research and comparisons, where made, are to 2010, 2011 and 

2012 research.

Populus is a member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules.

Populus conducted two focus groups with those who had completed the online survey in 

central Manchester on the evening 5 January 2014.
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Briefing Material
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London EC1V 0AT
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Head of Syndicated Research
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Extraordinary External Stakeholder Panel meeting: 
Business Plan Resubmission 
 
Wednesday 29 January 2014, 10:00–13:00 
 
Attendees 
Stakeholders: 
1. Andrew Faulk, Policy Manager, Consumer Futures 
2. David Haughian, Nuclear Strategic Programme Coordinator, Cumbria County Council 
3. Daniel Storer, Director of Business Development, MIDAS  
4. Bev Taylor, Energy Manager, Bruntwood 
 
Electricity North West 
1. Steve Johnson, Chief Executive Officer 
2. Paul Bircham, Regulation Director 
3. Alex Moore, Head of Communications 
4. Jonny Morgan, External Communications Manager 
 
Apologies: 
1. Morgan Donnelly, Engineer and Project Manager, Wind Prospect 
2. Stephen Hagerich, Emergency Response Development Manager, British Red Cross 
3. Helen Heggie, Director, STEMFirst 
4. David Messenger, Biopower Plant Engineering Manager, Iggesund 
5. Lorraine Donaldson, Project Manager, National Energy Action 

 
 
RIIO submission overview 
 
SJ gave update on the original submission to Ofgem and feedback we’ve had and 
explained our understanding of reasons why our plan was not fast-tracked. Also explained 
process for resubmission. 
 
PB thanked panel for input so far, emphasising that one of the key elements of our plan to 
offer reduced bills early (which has since been taken on by all DNOs) came directly from 
input from the panel on our affordability and price profiling discussions. 
 
BT praised Electricity North West’s Condition Based Risk Management approach to asset 
management as a first class part of the submission in making the most of assets before 
replacing them. 
 
AF commended Electricity North West’s approach to stakeholder engagement and said it 
was one of the best he’d seen. 
 
Connections 
Proposal to revise down our targets for time to quote and connect 
 
PB said we want to be leading, however being such an outlier brings risk and cost into the 
business. Is it acceptable to reduce our targets but still deliver excellent performance? 
 



 
BT – From a commercial perspective, there is no need to have very short times to quote 
and connect due to lengthy planning processes. 
DS – There are a number of large strategic sites and small businesses in Greater 
Manchester that he is currently engaging with our connections team on to find the best 
approach but timings are not currently an issue 
AF – Consumer Futures recently responded to a European consultation on this issue and 
agreed that for householders 10 days to quote and 1 month to connect were acceptable 
timeframes, therefore they agree with our revised proposal. It would also be beneficial to 
provide information on the connecting process immediately when a request is received. 
 
Vulnerable customers 
Further detail to be included in plan on identification and services for vulnerable customers 
 
AF – Electricity North West’s approach is in line with that of other DNOs. It is important to 
prioritise customers and situations, and provide tailored services depending on customers’ 
needs. A DNO should not only know who is on the priority services register, but why they 
are on it, eg, do they use a stair-lift? DNOs should phone vulnerable customers regularly – 
perhaps once a year – to check on their status. 
DS – Agree on checking regularly with customers and having a flexible approach to 
vulnerability and services. 
AF – It is important to invest in the network around care homes due to the high 
concentration of vulnerable customers. 
DH – Agreed to pass the questions on to relevant colleagues at Cumbria County Council for 
their view, particularly on vulnerable customers. 
 
Electricity theft 
To what lengths should we go to tackle electricity theft? 
 
BT – Very important to tackle it. 
AF – Important to offer our revenue protection services to small suppliers to help them 
compete. What does a DNO have to do? Important to have a clear line on where our social 
responsibilities end due to the cost to customers. Of course DNOs should help police tackle 
theft, but some funding, eg, funding thermal imaging cameras for police forces to help them 
identify cannabis farms (which are also likely to be bypassing their meters) may be a step 
too far. 
 
Storm compensation  
Should we set our own voluntary compensation rules, and at what level should they be 
bearing in mind potential costs to customers 
 
BT – Very difficult question as it’s all about balance. 
AF – Important to take a wider view from consumers based on what they think is an 
acceptable rate. [ENWL agreed to do this through its Engaged Consumer Panel]. 
DS – Important that Electricity North West maintains the ability to use its discretion during 
extreme weather. 
 
Other issues 
 
DH – Agreed to a separate meeting following the next Stakeholder Panel (20 March) to 
discuss new nuclear issues in more detail 
AF – Praised ENWL’s stakeholder panel, including its small size as it gave real access to 
the business and its senior leaders for key stakeholders. 
 
Issues for Panel to discuss at next meeting  

• Stakeholder engagement vs customer service  
• Brand awareness – importance, cost vs benefit 
• UK-wide single number for power cuts 
• Corporate Charity 
• New nuclear stakeholder engagement  
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+44 (0) 7771975623 
john.scott@chilternpower.com 
www.chilternpower.com 
24 High Street, Thame, Oxfordshire, OX9 2BZ 
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Company Registration Number: 7507096 
VAT Number: 105 6110 64 
 

 

Statement of Endorsement 

The Innovation Approach of 
Electricity North West Ltd 

 

I have worked with ENWL on matters concerning innovation over some ten years 
in a number of contexts. Most recently this has been in my role as an independent 
consultant and I have no hesitation in providing a statement of endorsement for 
their capabilities for innovation and their commitment to effective outcomes. 

As an organisation they have been consistent contributors to promoting best 
practices in power network engineering over many years, and have demonstrated 
their willingness to contribute to innovation at a national level as well as for their 
company and its consumers. 

Examples that support these observations are as follows: 

• Unstinting support for industry technical committees over many years 

• A wide innovation agenda: from Asset Management to Low Carbon solutions 

• Leadership roles for innovation under the ENA, IET and Smart Grid Forum 

• Formative contributors to Ofgem’s early thinking for IFI and RPZ incentives 

• Early adopters under IFI and effective partners with innovative SME vendors 

• An imaginative project portfolio under the Low Carbon Networks Fund 

• Developers and adopters of innovative network techniques at both HV and LV 

• Bringing forward new staff to broaden the company’s skills base for innovation 

• Selectively working with partners and specialists to complement in house skills 

 
The above examples demonstrate an enduring commitment to innovation that 
stretches over many years; my dealings with the company have consistently 
encountered not only a constructive and imaginative approach to fresh thinking, 
but also a foundation that is set upon seeking cost-effective and robust outcomes 
that will bring benefit to the company and its customers, now and for the future.  
 

 

John Scott, Director 
Chiltern Power Ltd 
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28th March, 2013 
 
 
REF: LOW CARBONS NETWORK FUND – ELECTRICITY NORTH WEST LIMITED - CAPACITY TO CUSTOMERS 
 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
 
 
Working with Electricity North West Limited (ENWL) has been overall a rewarding experience for Impact Research.  
ENWL’s innovative and forward thinking approach has driven Impact Research to likewise propose creative solutions to 
gain insight into the likely success of initiatives proposed.  
 
Within the scope of market research, ENWL’s innovative programme has developed the skills to meet the UK’s low 
carbon challenge, and this is shown by 
 

1. ENWL’s achievement in approaching this programme through a mix of systematic approach along with creative 
and imaginative thinking to the challenges faced in gaining customer feedback 

2. The use of innovative techniques in market research.  In our experience as providers of market research 
services, we have really appreciated the team working approach in which we have developed suitable 
techniques to measure the impact on customers of new ideas. This has combined qualitative research to explore 
how to best communicate the concepts, and the quantitative element to validate it’s potential. Some of the 
techniques used in gaining this insight are some of the most innovative and effective techniques in market 
research. 

3. ENWL’s partnership approach. Their open approach to working with Impact Research is also behind the success 
of this programme.  We have attended various meetings, conferences and forums, on many occasions beyond 
the immediate scope of market research to gain a broader understanding of the programme. These ‘knowledge 
sharing’ meetings have enhanced our understanding of the objectives and the importance of our role in achieving 
the aims of ENWL.  

All in all, we at Impact Research believe ENWL are contributing significantly to coming up with ideas to meet the UK’s low 
carbon challenge, through their creative and innovative approach and we are proud of being a part of this.  
 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
 
 
Darryl Swift 
Managing Director 
 
  



 

 

The Stables 
4 Root Hill Estate Yard 
Whitewell Road 
Dunsop Bridge 
Lancashire BB7 3AY 
Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1200 448000 
elliott.lorimer@lancashire.gov.uk 
www.forestofbowland.com  

 
 

 
 
Lancashire County Council acts as the lead authority for the Forest of Bowland AONB Joint 
Advisory Committee, a partnership comprising Lancashire County Council, North Yorkshire 
County Council, Craven District Council, Lancaster City Council, Pendle Borough Council, 
Preston City Council, Ribble Valley Borough Council, Wyre Borough Council, Lancashire 
Association of Parish and Town Councils, Yorkshire Local Councils Association, DEFRA, 
Natural England, United Utilities plc, Environment Agency, Royal Society for the Protection of 
Birds (RSPB), Forest of Bowland Landowning and Farmers Advisory Group, and the Ramblers 
Association. 

 
 

Mr Ian McCormack 
Asset Investment Engineer 
Electricity North West Ltd. 
Hartington Road 
Preston  
PR1 8PP 
 
 
         Tuesday 23rd April 2013 
 
 
Undergrounding for Visual Amenity in the Forest of Bowland Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty 
 
The Forest of Bowland AONB Partnership has worked closely with Electricity North West Limited 
(ENWL) throughout DPCR4 and DPCR5 to help deliver the Undergrounding for Visual Amenity 
(UVA) programme within the area.   
 
Throughout this time, the Partnership has found the company to be helpful, proactive and 
innovative in finding solutions to develop and deliver UVA schemes, which help the Partnership 
meet its statutory duty of 'conserving and enhancing the natural beauty' of the AONB.   
 
The Partnership is keen for this excellent working relationship to continue as the company 
moves towards delivering more UVA Schemes under RIIO-ED1 from 2015 onwards. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Elliott Lorimer 
Principal AONB Officer 
Forest of Bowland AONB 







 
 
 
Thursday 11th April 2013  
 
Electricity Northwest 
Hartington Road 
Preston 
PR1 8PP 
 
Open letter of Support 
 
Since the establishment of the Undergrounding for Visual Amenity 
project initiated by Friends of the Lake District (Fold) and 
subsequently adopted by ofgem the Solway Coast AONB has worked 
closely with Electricity Northwest and the Partnership of landscape 
protection organisations created.  
 
Over the past 6 years we have witnessed the provision of 3440m of 
undergrounding within our AONB and we look forward to further 
provision in the future. Whilst undergrounding is not cheap it is 
incredibly worthwhile and once completed reveals an uncluttered and 
open landscape denied to us for many years. 
 
Our working relationship with Electricity Northwest has been 
extremely rewarding and we have been impressed by their 
professionalism and their willingness to do whatever it takes to 
successfully complete a project. Communications, advice, publicity 
and training have all been given freely and without prejudice to the 
protected landscapes staff and as such we are better equipped and 
better informed in our everyday work. 
 
We hope that this initiative will continue to provide for our AONB and 
that government will maintain or enhance their much needed support 
to this worthy scheme. 
 
Once again thank you for your support. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Rose Wolfe 
Assistant AONB Manager 
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